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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act of 1986 (EPCRA), Section 3 13, 

requires Toxic Release Inventory ( R I )  reporting by industries in specified Standard Industrial 

Classification Codes (SICS). Executive Order (EO) 12856 extends that reporting requirement to 

all federal facilities, regardless of ?{pes of work performed. The Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) has been expanding the scope of TRI reporting in a three-phased series of 

regulatory revisions, as described below: 

1. Phase 1 , October 1996, added 286 additional chemicals to the list of reportable chemicals; 

2. Phase 2, May 1997, required seven additional industry groups to file annual TRI reports; and 

3. Phase 3, as announced in an October 1996 Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 

(ANPR), would require reporting of additional materials accounting data at reporting 

facilities. 

Prior to finalizing TRI Phase 3 (TRI-P3), the EPA is studying the burden that it would place on 

industry, as well as the feasibility fix reporting facilities to provide chemical use data on 

expanded TRI reporting forms, SUC !I as are already used in the states of Massachusetts and New 

Jersey. 

The Department of Energy (DOE) is among the industry groups participating in TRI-P3 pilot 

studies, and the Oak Ridge Reservation (Om) was one of the DOE reporting facilities identified 

to carry out the reporting process p:*ior to final rule promulgation. ORR TRI reporting personnel, 

through DOE Oak Ridge Operations (DOE-ORO) staff, have fiequently commented during the 

public comment period on the anticipated impact of proposed rules. This pilot project has 

... 
111 
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provided the opportunity to apply and comment on the rule’s impact, while simultaneously 

benefitting the EPA in their final n lemaking agenda. 

The ORR [East Tennessee Technology Park (ETTP), Y- 12 Plant, and Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory (ORNL)] is considered a single facility for reporting by the DOE prime contractors. 

The processing, manufacturing, or “otherwise use” Section 3 13 chemicals are combined to 

determine TRI reportabiIity. 

Such is the case with lead metal, which is one of two chemicals for which reporting forms were 

prepared in this pilot study (Task 2:i. The lead shop at O W L  exceeded the reporting threshold, 

causing a lead activity at a Y-12 machine shop and lead in waste at ETTP to be reportable. 

TRI-P3 report preparation time for lead totaled 36.5 hours. The second chemical investigated 

and reported (chromium) also required nearly a man-week for report preparation and 

documentation by experienced TRI personnel. The ORR TRI report typically includes about six 

chemicals, so an estimate of the TRI-P3 incremental reporting burden for ORR would be six 

weeks for experienced personnel and two/three man-months for first-time ORR preparers. 

TRI-P3 is aimed at clearly defined ~~roductio~dmanufaching processes causing a complication 

for ORR reporting. There are few c learly defined processes involving Section 3 13 chemicals, yet 

there is no exemption from reporting in “otherwise use” activities--which may exceed the 

reporting threshold of 10,000 pounds. Chemical mass balance through a production plant is the 

ideal TRI-P3 reporting scenario, and mass balance becomes extremely difficult when numerous, 

unrelated, nomanufacturing activities on the ORR become reportable (as determined months 

after closing the reporting year). 

iv 
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TRI EXPdiNSION RULE, PHASE 3 (TRE-P3) 

OAK R[DGE PILOT PROJECT REPORT 

Task 1 - Requlatorv Review and Interpretation 

TRI reporting at the DOE-ORR encompasses about 34,5 16 acres of contiguous land and involves 

operations at three separate facilities: ORNL, the Y-12 Plant, and ETTP (formerly the 

K-25 Site). Each is a vast industrial complex separated from the others by a distance of 

5-10 miles, with little commonality in the work performed. The ORR reports as a single facility, 

primarily under EO 12856 as there are very few manufacturing/production activities that would 

be TRI reportable based on SIC code. The Y-12 Plant is the only true “production” site; 

however, its primary process involires the enrichment of uranium, a non-TRI chemical. The 

primary processes at ETTP are remedial waste management activities, largely exempt from TRI, 

and hazardous waste incineration, which has resulted in some inadvertent “manufacture” of 

TRI-reportable chemicals. 

On the ORR, the “otherwise use” criteria (1 0,000 pounds) usually causes the reporting threshold 

to be exceeded through aggregation of unrelated chemical usage. The easiest explanation is the 

rule of “the whole is greater than the parts.” EO 12856 requires ORR reporting of these 

chemicals when the specified threshold is exceeded (even though there is no SIC code limit). So 

when one site of the ORR reaches it chemical usage close to the threshold, the other partskites of 

the ORR end up reporting (even sniall, normally exempt measurements) causing the whole itself 

to go over the threshold. 

TRI-P3, being primarily aimed at specific production processes in a “cradle to grave” 
atmosphere, is not geared to this aggregate situation. The ORR “otherwise use” activities will 

have to be force-fitted into the rule and onto the form. The following, Task 2, illustrates this 

point. I 
I 
I 
I 
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Task 2 - Application of TRI-P3 to a 1997 TRI Chemical 

CHEMICAL SELECTION. As proposed in the Statement of Work, the chemicals submitted on 

an actual TRI report represent an iceal departure point for this pilot study: TRI report 

preparation is complete (shortening the study period) and the time required for TRI-P3 can be 

isolated and quantified. Accordingly, lead was selected for reporting in Task 2 of this pilot 

study. 

ORR CHEiMICAL USE REPORTING OF LEAD. Lead was reported on the ORR 1997 TRI 

reports. The lead activity responsible for exceeding the reporting threshold was the melting 

(“otherwise use”) of 236,000 pounds of lead at the ORNL lead melt shop in a recyclingheuse 

effort. Table 1 shows a summary of the ORNL and other ORR lead activities reported on the 

Form Rs and how each is being haridled in TRI-P3. Two related processes are reportable by 

ORNL; one Y-12 activity, althougk unrelated to the O W L  process, is able to be classified as a 

chemical use process for TRI-P3 reporting. The Y-12 “process” involved a machine shop that 

drilled holes in a single lead plate fix use at the plant. Lead activities at ETTP, also reportable 

on TRT because of threshold exceeclance at ORNL, were related to remedial waste treatment 

activities, and current state of Massachusetts reporting instructions exempt these activities from 

Form S reporting. The New Jersey instructions and forms make provision for chemical 

ingredients in waste, and lead contained in the waste treated at the ETTP incinerator is 

reportable. Other “out-of-process” remedial waste management activities at ETTP would be 

extremely difficult to fit into the chzmical use reporting process, and it appears that New Jersey 

would not require reporting beyond the waste management entries on the Form R. 

TRI-P3 CHEMICAL, USE FORMS FOR LEAD. Enclosed are completed Massachusetts Toxics 

Use Reduction Act (TUR4) Report Form Ss and pertinent sections of the New Jersey Release 

and Pollution Prevention Report Forms for lead (Appendix A). Since regulatory compliance 

involves much more time, effort, ar.d documentation than just entering numbers onto a form 

where appropriate, some of the rationale and thought processes involved in researching and 

2- 1 



Production Units & Processes / Other Form R LEAD Activities 

Establishment I 
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Production Related Out-of-Process 
Unit Process Activity 1 ORNL LEAD Melt Shop 

(236,000 Ibs)* 
~ 

Off-site shipment 
of raw material 

~~ 

Y-12 Plant 

~~ 

LEAD in 
stormwater 

~ 

Machine Shop 
(- 10 Ibs used) 

ETTP 

LEAD in stormwater 

LEAD in landfill & 
off-site remedial 
waste shipments 

L U D  in waste at Toxic 
Substances Control Act 
Incinerator/Central 
Neutralization Facility 

LEAD in TVS 
remedial waste 

I 

Off-site remedial 
waste shipments 

LEAD in liquid 
organic waste 

LEAD in storm & 
wastewater 

Repackageistore 
processed waste 

Off-site remedial 
waste shipments 

LEAD in stormwater 

Chemical Use Report 
Status 

Form S prepared 

~ ~~~~ 

IncIuded on Form S 

25% on Form S 

~~ 

Unrelated release; 75% 
overlooked 
(Ref. p. 17)** 

Unrelated releases; 
overlook (Ref. p. 17) 

Form S prepared 

Unrelated waste 
treatment; overlook 
(Ref. p. 17) 

Unrelated releases; 
overiook (Ref. p. 17) 

Unrelated releases; 
overlook (Ref. p. 17) 

New Jersey 
form prepared 

Unrelated waste 
treatment; overlook 

Unrelated releases; 
overlook (Ref. p. 17) 

Unrelated releases; 
overlook (Ref. p. 17) 

Unrelated releases 
overlook (Ref. D. 17) 

I i 1 I 

Table 1. Oak Ridge Reservation Chemical Use Reporting of LEAD 
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completing each form entry are inc .uded. The documentation is typical of that prepared and 

maintained to demonstrate compliance, even where there may be NO form entry or perhaps even 

NO report required. DOE burden forms were use to track the TRI-P3 report preparation time, 

and those forms are also enclosed. 

SUMMARY REPORT (LEAD) AND GENERAL COMMENTS. 

1. The primary reporting establishment, O M ,  obtained the information and prepared the 

forms and documentation in 20 hours; whether the Massachusetts form or the New Jersey 

form, it is not entering data onto the form that takes the time, but rather it is data compilation 

and documentation that is time consuming. Since the Y-12 Plant is part of the single ORR 

reporting facility, a one-time lead drilling process was reportable under TRI-P3, and it 

required an additional 12.5 hours. This is 12 hours longer than it took to drill the holes in the 

lead plate, and it might be representative of the simplest process and the minimum time 

required for a single TRI-P3 report. ETTP lead activities pertained to waste management 

processes, for which the reporting forms are not well designed; the Massachusetts guidance 

to “overlook” unrelated waste t-eatment processes was applied in this task, while the New 

Jersey form, where applicable, .#as completed for the ETTP incineration process in 4 hours. 

For our own planning purposes, we conclude that each TRI chemical reported could require 

an additional week for TRI-P3 reporting by experienced TRI personnel. TRI-P3 reporting of 

more complex scenarios (including chemicals in waste) by less experienced personnel (or 

personnel less familiar with the TRI documentation) could require 2 weeks per chemical, and 

our usual 5-6 chemicals could require up to 3 additional man-months per reporting year. 

2. Although we’ve applied the Mcssachusetts option to “overlook” waste management activities 

unrelated to the procesdoperati dproduct being reported on (reference Massachusetts 1996 

Form S Reporting Package, p. 17), that is NOT the kind of guidance that will suffice for 

regulatory compliance. TRI-P3 limits of applicability must be more clearly defined, and if 

2-3 



there are no limits defined, then form preparation and compliance documentation is going to 

be quite difficult for people with “otherwise use” activities. Direct communication with the 

state of Massachusetts confirms that (a) their forms are not intended for chemicals in waste 

(only chemicals used to treat waste), and (b) their reporting instructions have not yet 

addressed the “otherwise use” chemicals in off-site waste, i.e., TRI-P2, which became 

effective January 1 , 1998. The New Jersey form was easily completed for the incineration 

process; however, the value oft he few completed entries is questionable, and it is not 

altogether clear whether unrelated out-of-process inventory and waste management activities 

are to be excluded from the form. If not, the otherwise use process information for a 

chemical would be quite distorted by bits and pieces of unrelated waste information from 

other site activities, if ingredient information is even available (our incinerator waste 

ingredient tracking system is much more detailed than required for most other waste 

management activities). 

3. An objective review of the comments from those preparing the forms clearly indicates that 

the proposed regulation and forms are targeting certain information that is somewhat 

irrelevant to the ORNL, Y-12, and ETTP reported processes. This exercise and report did not 

provide good information on ck emical use, nor does it identify an opportunity for reduction 

of toxic chemicals used in a prccess. It is felt that existing pollution prevention (P2) 

programs are more effective at quantifying and targeting problem chemicals. The ORR P2 

programs have been active and highly successful, and in general they have not been guided 

by TRI reports, nor will useful information be obtained from the TRI-P3 report. 

4. Data misuse. Form entries such as the byproduct/emissions reduction aspects of TRI-P3, 
were quite diEcult to address and probably “not applicable” for this application, but that 

could not be concluded. After attempting a report entry, we must then be concerned about 

what the public will infer from our reporting of 6,503 pounds of lead byproduct (no 

explanation offered here, because the reporting form doesn’t allow for an explanation). 

2-4 
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5. Data availability. Site-wide chemical inventory information is generally available via the 

ORR Hazardous Materials Infoilnation System (HMIS); however, it requires a high level of 

manual attention to be reliable and personnel resources for this type of administrative burden 

are on the decline. Additionally, HMIS does not provide information on chemicals in waste, 

and that can be a large part of the inventory at a treatment, storage, and disposal (TSD) 

facility. TSD waste records are as detailed as required to satisfy the Resource Conservation 

and Recovery Act (RCRA) regulations. 

In this lead reporting project inirolving “otherwise use” activities, it was discovered from the 

sites that in performing a routine or one-time support activity, rather than a production 

activity, there is no strong basis for generating “otherwise use” records, especially where the 

chemical may have been an ingredient in a previously manufactured article. 

6.  The New Jersey form provides several exit points, and that is very important when the 

preparer is struggling with scenxios that do not fit well into the TRI-P3 mold. Those who 

design the forms must consider not just the ideal reporting scenario, but a broader range of 

possible scenarios being brought about by TRI expansion, as well as by EO 12856. 

Task 3 - Application of TRI-P3 to a New Chemical 

CHEMICAL SELECTION. As proposed, an “otherwise use” chemical in waste was targeted in 

Task 3, in order to apply the TRI-P Z definition of “otherwise use” and involve the ETTP 

hazardous waste incinerator along with Y-12 and ORNL. Numerous chemicals are candidates 

for reporting (there are more than 150 tracked in the waste), but very few are “otherwise used” in 

sufficient quantity to exceed the reporting threshold. For example, the primary waste ingredient 

for which the incinerator is permitted, i.e., polychlorinated biphenyls, is being received from 

off-site facilities, and, if selected, would involve ONLY the ETTP site. Recognizing that 
chemical quantities in off-site waste could change in the future, reporting thresholds could 

2-5 
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change in the future, andor activities at another part of the ORR could trigger the reporting 

requirement, a chemical (chromium metal) was selected for purposes of this project. 

Note: the current usage and the nuribers appearing on the forms would not have required 

reporting in the pilot project (reference year, 1997). 

ORR “OTHERWISE USE” OF CHROMIUM METAL. Chromium is a very minor constituent 

in waste handled at the ETTP hazardous waste incinerator, and only about 2 percent of the 

chromium in waste came from off site in 1997. This breakout of off-site vs. on-site waste is not 

compiled for any other purposes, so the “otherwise use” amount was not known at the time of 

chemical selection (even though such data can be calculated from the information in the waste 

tracking database). At the Y-12 Plant, an electroplating process (reportable activity) involved the 

“otherwise use” of chromium metal as an ingredient in a plating solution. At ORNL there was 

chromium as “otherwise use” as ar! ingredient in welding rods, which lost their article exemption 

upon use. The pilot reporting exercise was completed at ORNL to be representative of similar 

activities at the other plant sites, a n d  after the fact, it is very difficult to know whether or not the 

“otherwise use” was for an exempt activity. ORNL attempted to complete the forms, operating 

under the assumption that the welding was performed for nonexempt applications. An overview 

of OM2 chemical use reporting for chromium is shown in Table 2. 

TRI-P3 CHEMICAL USE FORMS FOR CHROMIUM METAL. Enclosed are completed 

Massachusetts TURA Report Form Ss and pertinent sections of the New Jersey Release and 

Pollution Prevention Report Forms for chromium (Appendix B). Supplemental material is 

provided to explain and document cach form entry, along with the time required to compile the 

information. 

2-6 
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SUMMARY REPORT (CHROMIl JM) AND GENERAL COMMENTS: 

1. Report preparation time. The reporting of “otherwise use” chemicals depends heavily upon 

the availability of past records. If personnel time and/or computer resources are not devoted 

throughout the year, no amount of time by the report preparer will recreate some of the 

information that is needed solely for chemical use reporting; rough estimation or incomplete 

reporting are the likely outcomes. For the Y-12 Plant, personal interviews revealed 

information about the chromiurn plating activity, although it is an example of an activity that 

nobody expected to be reportable throughout the year. It is difficult, then, to generate 

detailed chemical ingredient information after the fact. Estimates were made and the 

reporting forms prepared in 12.5 hours; an estimated 5 additional hours would have been 

spent to investigate the use of c hromium in activities unrelated to the electroplating process. 

In the case of “otherwise use” chemicals in waste, there could be some extremely difficult 

scenarios involving minor chemical constituents. The ETTP hazardous waste incinerator, 

however, maintains a detailed waste tracking system that was accessed by a system specialist. 

For a single chemical, there were 6 hours devoted to obtaining the information and preparing 

the forms, and an estimated 5 additional hours would have been spent to investigate the use 

of chr’omium in unrelated site activities. In order to develop the software that would provide 

chemical use data (as defined bu. TRI) for all chemical constituents in waste incinerated, a 

40-hour development effort is estimated. 

With no clear-cut process involving chromium to report on, O W L  addressed the problem of 

chromium in welding rods (which lose their exempt status upon use) to be representative of 

the time and effort that would be required at Y-12 and ETTP. Information was obtained for 

estimating usage, and the forms were prepared in 5 hours. In summary, much like the report 

preparation time for lead, it too c. a total of 35.5 hours to prepare the chemical use forms for 

chromium. An additional software development effort of 40 hours is foreseen and an 

2-7 
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Production Units & Processes / Other CHROMIUM Activities 

Establishment Production Related Out-of-Process Chemical Use Report 
Unit Process Activity Status 

ETTP Waste Incinerator Neutralization Form S prepared 
facility 

Soldering and Insufficient use data; 
welding refer to O W L  report 

Off-site remedial Unrelated releases; not 
waste shipments 

Chromium in Unrelated releases; not 
stormwater reported on Form S 

Chromium in other 
wastes reported on Form S 

reported on Form S 

Unrelated activities; not 

Y-I2 Plant Chrome PIating Form S prepared 

Soldering and Insufficient use data; 
welding refer to OWL report 

Chromium in Unrelated releases; not 
stormwater reported on Form S 

. Chromium in other Unrelated activities; not 
wastes reported on Form S 

welding limited data 

Chromium in Unrelated releases; not 
stormwater reported on Form S 

Chromium in other 
wastes reported on Form S 

ORNL Soldering and Form S prepared with 

Unrelated activities; not 

Table 2. Oak Ridge Reservation Chemical Use Reporting of Chromium 

I 
2-8 
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undetermined amount of time and personnel resources could be applied throughout the year 

to generate “otherwise use” records, which ideally would be available for TRI-P3 

compliance. 

2. Burden on state agencies. Whi e seeking instructions for completing the Massachusetts 

TURA Form S, it became evident that their staff was too overloaded in 1997 data collection 

to be aware of the full effects o FTRI-P2 (already in effect) on their data collection in the 

future. As for the affected industries in Massachusetts, undoubtedly many in September 1998 

do not know of the need to inc .ude chemical ingredients in off-site waste in threshold 

determination for calendar year 1998 compliance reporting. This illustrates excessive 

regulatory and administrative burden. Furthermore, when further automation is relied upon 

as the solution, it implies more chances for data misuse by the public. 

3. As in Task 2, our data collection efforts in Task 3 seemed to be misdirected by TRI-P3 

toward activities that are quite insignificant compared to the real pollution issues at the plant 

sites. On the ORR, this has been brought about by the wide scope of coverage of 

EO 12856, by broad definition of “facility” as it pertains to more than one reporting 

establishment, and particularly, by the inclusion of “otherwise use” activities in chemical use 

reporting. Each regulatory add-on has taken us farther away from the reporting of meaningful 

data while increasing the reporfing burden. The challenge for TRI-P3 is to highlight 

significant opportunities for sow-ce reduction without significantly increasing the 

administrative burden and causing unintended consequences. 

Task 4 - Worker Exposure Monitoring 

In the ANPR, the information proposed to be collected consists of 

a. Total number of workers at .:he facility, 

b. Number of workers potentially exposed to the chemical being reported, and 

c. Whether exposure assessmeiit wadis being performed for the chemical. 

2-9 
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For the OFWL lead shop, that information is a = 7, b = 7, c = Yes (if the facility is considered 

only to be the lead shop). An “Ovuview of the Lead Shop Operation” (Attachment 1) was 

presented to the TRI-P3 project interviewer by a representative of O W L  Industrial Hy,’ oiene. 

The presentation had previously been prepared and presented to an Occupational Safety and 

Health Act of 1970 (OSHA) audit leam that visited the ORNL lead shop, where an ongoing 

monitoring program consists of bo1 h breathing airspace monitoring and medical (worker blood) 

sampling. There have been no exwedances of OSHA standards in and around the lead shop, and 

routine air monitoring in the remainder of the ORNL facility reveals no lead levels approaching 

the action level of 30 micrograms per cubic meter. Except as special short-term projects on 

activities may dictate, there is no fiirther facility-wide lead exposure assessment program at the 

individual worker level. 

It is rather apparent that, by operating in full EPA and OSHA compliance, the ORNL lead shop 

has little or no worker exposure information of value to report, and all facets of the monitoring 

program document that the “workers potentially exposed” are in fact NOT exposed at any 

regulatorily established limits. Thus, any reported worker exposure information would be 

available for misuse, and the problem of ‘‘facility” definition has not yet been addressed. 

The worker exposure information above is based only on the ORNL lead shop facility. Under the 

EPCRA definition of facility, the ORNL workforce should include the total workers at the 

facility, even though it has been ill istrated and documented that there are no exposures either 

inside or outside of the lead shop. To let the administrative burden and the numerical totals 

extend from a totally compliant lead melting process involving seven workers, to the remainder 

of the O W L  facility and the Y-12 Plant and ETTP is clear evidence of a troublesome regulation 

with ill-defined limits. The dilemrna for the reporting facility is whether to wander off into the 

compilation and nearly impossible reporting of further extraneous numbers (in the thousands at 

ORR), or to report just on the production process at hand and perhaps be vulnerable to a nearly 

impossible interpretation by an auditor or inspector. 

1 
I 

- 
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The Y-12 Plant has an extensive and comprehensive Ambient Air Monitoring and Worker 

Protection Program. Specified maintenance jobs are reviewed on a case-by-case basis for any 

possible need for biological (blood:l or air workspace monitoring. The lead activity reported at 

the Y-12 Plant did not include personnel monitoring simply due to the pre-existing controls 

established via job hazard analysis. 

At ETTP, the site of the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) Incinerator and other hazardous 

waste management activities, there is an extensive ambient air and personal monitoring program, 

but not driven by EPCR4 TRI-repclrtable chemicals. The perimeter air monitoring program 

satisfies state air monitoring requixments and monitors metals in waste at the incinerator. The 

summary sheet (Attachment 2) illustrates that the ambient air levels are consistently below the 

level of detection. 

Industrial hygiene air monitoring sirmmaries at ETTP, and specifically at the TSCA Incinerator, 

are'shown in Attachments 3 and 4, respectively. To illustrate how little monitoring information 

the TRT-P3 program would capture lead monitoring in 1996 constituted approximately 2 percent 

of the total industrial hygiene effod . To report that as potential exposures, regardless of the 

number of workers involved, when the actual program documented no exposures in nearly 7,000 

samples, would significantly misrepresent an active program in full OSHA compliance. Time 

spent to isolate information for a TIU-reportable chemical, known locally to be a nonissue, could 

be more effectively applied toward potential worker health issues that have been identified to the 

health professionals and their regu1;iting agencies. 

2-1 1 
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Attachment 1 

ORNL Ovei*view of the Lead Shop Operations 
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OVERVIEW OF THE LEAD SHOP OPERATION 

1 Lead Shop Operation (Building 7005) . The lead shop supports research activities at ORNL by fabricating lead for shielding 

. The fabrication of lead is accomplished by the following activities: 
against radioactivity. 

- burning, melting, pouring, cutting, machining, and welding. . The equipment utilized for fabrication of lead is as follows: 
- Four furnaces for melting lead 

two small with 1000 lb capacity . two large with 5000 lb capacity 
- Dewalt saw for cutting lead 
- Radial arm drill for drilling lead 
- Lathe for machining arid milling lead 

2 Exposure Assessment . Breathing zone air sampling has been conducted to assess exposures to lead 
. Hygiene facilities have also been monitored for lead dust (surface sampling) 
. Facility surveys and work: evaluations are performed periodically. 

3 Controls . Engineering controls for worker health & safety 
- Equipment controls: . local exhaust ventilation and safety cut-off valves on the furnaces. 
. Dewalt saw with locai exhaust ventilation 
. use of coolant during machining/drilling . local exhaust ventilation for weldingkutting 

- Facility controls: . regulated area to pre\.ent unauthorized entry 
. use of HEPA vacuurr to prevent lead in the shower and launch area . positive pressure ven 5lation for the lunch room 

- Periodic ventilation evaluations to ensure adequacy of the system 
- Covered storage area for lead to minimize oxidation 

Page 1 of 2 
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Controls (conf’d) 

. Administrative controls are as follows: 
- Lead compliance plan (work guidelines) 
- Safety Work permit 

. Work practices to minimize exposure to lead include: 
- no eating, drinking, smoking, application of cosmetics, etc., in the regulated area 
- washing hands and face, or showering prior to eating 
- showering at the end of the work shift 
- no dry sweeping or blowing with compressed air 
- HEPA vacuuming prior to entry in non-contaminated areas 

Personal protective equipment utilized at the lead shop is as follows: 
- Company issued c‘.othing and/or disposable clothing 
- Safety glasses 
- Respirators 
- Gloves 
- Steel-toe shoes 

4 Training 
Initial lead training is pro vided to all employees who work at the lead shop. 
Refresher training is provided to all employees who have exposures at or above the 
action level. 

5- Medical Surveillance Program 
. ORNL Health Division is responsible for the medical surveillance program. 
. All employees at the lead shop participate in the medical surveillance program. 

6-  Conclusion 
ORNL lead shop has recycled 480,000 pounds of lead since 1995 and saved 

. All the lead work was performed in accordance with 29 CFR 19 10.1025 requirements. 
approximately 1.5 million in purchase and disposal costs. 

Page 2 of 2 
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ETTP Ambient Air Monitoring Averages 
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Attachment 3 

ETTP Industrial Hygiene Air Monitoring Summary 
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ETTP TSCANVaste Management Air Monitoring Summary 
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NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
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Facility-Wide Usage of  Chemid Identlfled In 1.1 l o ~ ~  Enter total amount (In POUNDS) for each applicable category. 
NOTE: Bypmdua (Item 1 2 )  gcneraltv means d 
recycled. Read the h u i a m  cuelidly. haw-. More compleUag rhfs d o n .  

anuhlng the usctd chemial befare the waste is treaced or 

OPTIONAL QUESTION. When I ?  mounts ~ p o &  fa I.&. 1.2b. and 12care added together. the sum wilt - ia many 
cases - quat the sum of 126 and I.&. la other -&. be kR and dght columns will often fona a 'materiais hiance.' 
the two columns are not fn appmximate baknce. yau m y  uy thb block to ucpkfn why. Mark ail the reasans hat  apply. oc 
indicale the number of pounds in the appropdae block below. (I.& Chemkd was held In Inventory). 

Chemical was held 411 Inventory. CkkatLacompoud. 

Orher (upiain): 

Section 2: Chemic& Used in Ware Tre ament Units 

setion 3: TLJ..  Repon on Producrion (%if#: 0 enter I from rhe Form S Cover Shea.) 

3.1 BaseYeu: 

3.2 Quantity of  Chemiol Code: & 
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rFr 7 Page- 2 2  of- - ORAIL 
FACILITY NAME TOWN or TURA ID# Reponing Year 

FORM S COVER SHEET (continued) 

Section 4: Facility- Wide Listing ofPmd,mion Units 
A PRODUCTION UNIT is best thought o f  as the combination OF the process (or aettvltter) used to pmduac a product or service the pmdua oc 
service. In this block please identify the PRODUCTION UMTS at the facility. tfien use the produdon unit number to repon. on & m i d  usage in 
the attached Form S. IF then b a substantiai change in a PRODUCTION UNIT from one reporting year to h e  next the PRODUCTION UhlT 
must be given a new. unique number. 

Pmductim Thts Production Unit (Pmccss/pnxlua Camhination) IS -The Same As Reported Last Year 61 - New 
Unit t: 

Describe the P r o c s s  

Enter the four-digit SIC Code(s) 

l - ! - L - U U U U l - U - U  

Describe the Unit of Product:- 
(Please specify if the Unit of Product h;ir been changed since the previous reponing year.) 

PRODUCTION PROCESS STEP INFORMATION FORTHE PRODUCTXON UNlT 

Enter the production pmcm code(s) to identlfy the process step(s] that involves a TUR-reportable chcmicaI(s) as an 
input. output or lhroughpu~ (See the reporting guidance doeument for the list of production process codes and insvucriont 
on when a given d e  needs o be listed.) 

LLst below. the TURA-reportiibie chemicals associated with the pmductlon unit. Ifa chernlcal Is associated w i t h a  the 
process steps identifled abow!. check the &block. IF the chemical isassociated with some but not all of the process 
steps. put the relevant code(s] (from above) next to the chemical 

Roduaion Roces  

- M L W W  
Chemical Name 

Page of 
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1.1 CASNo. 

007439921 

Chemical Identification 

Lead 

1.2a 

0 

1.2b 

0 

1.2c 

TURA Report - Form S 

Only looked at the one process at 0:RNL. The Lead Shop takes lead items on Site to melt and 
pour lead bricks and other styies. Melting and pouring the lead IS the Process. The newly 
poured bricks and other styles are used on Site for radiological shielding. The Lead Shop melted 
236000 Ibs of lead in CY 97. 

1.2d 

6500 lbs of slag was generated from melting 236000 Ibs of lead at the Lead Shop in CY 97 

Lead to air from meiting at the Lead Shop 
Per Air Pollutant (AP) 42 Emission Factors for Secondary Lead Processing for RefiningKasting 
indicates that 0.01 pounddton + 0.0004 pounddton (fugitive) = 0.01 1 pounddton is the factor to 
be used for lead emissions. The h m x e  at the Lead Shop vents to one of several stacks. 

Air emissions 236000 Ib * 1 tod2000 Ib * 0.01 I Ib/ton = 1.3 Ib for lead melted in CY 97 

The Lead Shop is located inside a building with no patent drains to the Stormwater System. 
However, a portion of the lead that is slated for melting at the Lead Shop is stored outside. 
Assumed that 25% of the lead to White Oak Dam is attributed to runoff from lead that is destined 
for the Lead Shop. 



Lead in Stormwater 

Received WOD information (flow iicross WOD) from Melinda Sahons. Talked with Wes 
Goddard on 4-1 6-97 and he indicated that O W  used 3-5 MGD supply water which is exempt 
fiorn reportingany additional watei contribution to WOD would be a result of groundwater and 
stormwater. Made the following assumptions: Added the twelve sampiig events for lead at 
WOD for CY ‘96 and averaged (0.0017 mg/l); Because ORNL uses 3-5 MGD supply water 
calculations subtracted out 4 MGD from total flow at WOD. Due to issuance of a new NPDES 
Pennit ORNL is no longer required to monitor for lead. Operations have not changed over the 
last calendar year that should dfect lead concentrations in storm water. Used ‘96 lead numbers 
and the ‘97 measured flow at WOD. Based upon discussions with MeIinda Salmons, Charlie 
Valentine, and Wes Goddard amuuiit of lead in storm water is a knction of storm events. 

(4 MGD) * (3.7854 Vgallon) * (365 daydyr) = 5526684000 literdyr 

CY 97 
(13957.50E6 1) - (5526684000 I) = 8430816000 liters 
(8430816000 I) * (0.0017 mgA) * (:. g/lOOO mg) = 1.46E4 g 

Assumed that only 25% is attributable to the Lead Shop operations 
(30.87 lbs)(0.25) = 8 Ibs 
Assumed that - 25% of the 8 Ibs is due to lead melted in CY 97 or 2 Ibs 

(1.46E4 g) * (2.205E-3 Ib/g) ~30.8’7 Ibs 

6500 Ibs + 1 lb + 2 lbs = 6503 Ibs 

1.3 Optional Question 

229497 Ibs of lead was recycled on s,ite. Our process IS recycling or reusing lead by meking into 
needed configurations for radiologiccsl shielding on site. 

1.4 Did anything non-routine occuir,.. 

No 

2.1 Is the chemical used to treat wate  or control pollution 

No 

Section 3 Production Unit #01 



I 
3.1 Base Year 
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Exceeded a reporting threshold for lead in CY 95 due to resumed Lead Shop operations. Lead 
had been reported previously. The Lead Shop only resumed operations on 10-24-95. The lead 
melted, byproducts, and emissions ue  very low due to the limited operations in CY 95. 

3.2 Quantity of Chemical Code 

C (>10000 lbs) Melted and poured 236000 lbs of lead at the Lead Shop. 

3.4 Byproduct Reduction Index 

BRI = 100 * A-B/A 
A = Byproduct quantity in the base year/# of units of product produced in the base year 
B = Byproduct quantity in the repoiting year/# of units of product produced in the reporting year 

BRI = 
(loo)( 5680 Ibs of sla@4150 lbs of’fead melted - 6500 Ibs of slag/236000 Ibs melted)/ 5680 
BRI =1.8E-3 

Melted 44150 Ibs of lead at the Lead Shop in CY 95 (see 3.1) 
Did not really reduce slag generated between CY 95 and CY 97 because melted more lead. Our 
reduction was meiting and pouring the lead into usable styles for shierding rather than disposing of 
the lead as a hazardous or mixed waste. Could consider that our reduction was the 236000 Ibs 
melted - 6500 Ibs slag - 1 Ib to air = 229499 Ibs of lead reused. Avoided disposal or the cost 
associated with finding a user for tht: lead and shipping costs. Do not believe that this fits well 
with the question or intention of this section on the form. 

: 3.5 Emission Reduction Index 

ERI = 100 * A-B/A 
A = Emission quantity in the base year/# of units of product produced in the base year 
B = Emission quantity in the reporting year/## of Units of product produced in the reporting year 

The I i t  of detection for d y t i c d  data for CY 95 versus CY 97 would account for reductions in 
emissions. Did not really reduce emissions between CY 95 and CY 97 because melted more 
lead. Our reduction was melting and pouring the lead into usable styIes for shielding rather than 
disposing of the lead as a hazardous or mixed waste. Could consider that our reduction was the 
236000 Ibs melted - 6500 Ibs slag - 1 lb to air = 229499 Ibs of lead reused. Avoided disposal or 
the cost associated with finding a user for the lead and shipping costs. Do not believe that this fits 
well with the question or intention of this section on the form. 

I 
I -  
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TURA Report Cover Sheet 

Section 4 

Production Unit 

#O 1 

Process Description: 

OnIy looked at the one process at O N .  The Lead Shop takes lead items on Site to melt and 
pour lead bricks and other styles. Melting and pouring the lead IS the Process. The newly 
poured bricks and other styles are used on Site for radiological shielding. The Lead Shop melted 
236000 Ibs oflead in CY 97. 

Product Description: 

The Lead Shop takes lead items on Site to melt and pour lead bricks and other styles. Melting 
and pouring the lead IS the Process. The newiy poured bricks and other styles are used on Site 
for radiological shielding. 

Unit of Product: 

Pounds of lead melted in a calender year 

Production Process Step Informat ion: 

None identified. Appendix H did not have codes that accurately described our process. The lead 
at the Lead Shop is melted NOT smelted. The lead is poured to form bricks or other styles. The 
configuration of the lead is changed fix radiological shielding purposes. 

Chemicd: 

Lead Metal 
CAS No. 007439921 
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New Jersey Form S 

5.0 Starting Inventory of Substance on Site: 

Only looked at the one process at OWL.  The Lead Shop takes lead items on Site to melt and 
pour lead bricks and other styles. Melting and pouring the lead IS the Process. The newly 
poured bricks and other styles are used on Site. The Lead Shop melted and poured 236000 Ibs of 
lead for radiological shielding needs on Site. For purposes of this report only accounted for lead 
that is slated to go to the Lead Shop and the lead melted in CY 97 at the Lead Shop. Did not 
inventory the lead that is part of a facility that is (or was) used for shielding. Did not consider the 
lead that was brought on Site as an article for shielding and was used for shielding. The lead that 
is designated to go to the Lead Shop consists of nonradiolocial lead items and surface 
radiologically contaminated lead items. To melt radiologically contaminated lead at the Lead 
Shop will require a modification to the existing air permit. Until the permit is modified no 
radiologically contaminated lead will be melted at the Lead Shop. Starting inventory consists of 
267575 Ibs nonradiologically Contaminated lead (per Dale Knight) + 2 15000 Ibs of radiologically 
contaminated lead (per Russ Caxvin) + 11050 lbs of radiologically contaminated lead (per Dale 
Knight) + 236000 Ibs of lead melted in Calendar Year 1997 = 729625 Ibs 

I 
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5.1 Starting Inventory that is NTO 

The only amount of starting inventory that is Nonproduct Output is the sIag generated from lead 
melting at the Lead Shop. In CY 97 &e Lead Shop melted 236000 Ibs of lead and generated 
6500 lbs of stag. Assumed that a proportional amount of slag will be generated fiom the iead 
stated for melting. 

236000 Ibs Pb/l Ib Pb = 6500 Ibs sfag/;r[ Ibs slag 
1 Ib Pb = 2.75424E-2 lbs slag 

Total amount of lead in inventory (sete 5.0) is 729625 lbs 
(729625 lbs Pb)(2.75424E-2 Ibs slagflb Pb) = 20096 (this number includes the 6500 Ibs of slag 
generated at the Lead Shop in CY 97) 

Lead to air fiom melting at the Lead Shop 
Per Air Polfutant (AP) 42 Emission Factors for Secondary Lead Processing for Refining/Casting 
indicates that 0.01 pounddton + 0.0004 pounddton (fugitive) = 0.01 1 pounds/ton is the factor to 
be used for lead emissions. The fUnlace at the Lead Shop vents to one of several stacks. 

Air emissiotls 236000 lb * 1 tod20C10 Ib * 0.01 1 lb/ton = 1.3 lb for lead melted in CY 97 
Air emissions (729625 lbs)( 1 tod2000 lb)( 0.01 1 lb/ton) = 4 Ibs if all lead was melted on Site in a 
CY 

The Lead Shop is located inside a building with no patent drains to the Stormwater System. 
However, a portion of the lead thal is slated for melting at the Lead Shop is stored outside. 
Assumed that 25% of the lead to White Oak Dam is attributed to runoff from lead that is destined 
for the Lead Shop. 

Lead to Stormwater 
Received WOD information (flow across WOD) fiom Melinda Salmons. Talked with Wes 
Goddard on 4-16-97 and he indicated that ORNL used 3-5 MGD supply water which is exempt 
from reporting any additional water contribution to WOD would be a result of groundwater and 
stormwater. Made the following assumptions: Added the twelve sampling events for lead at 
WOD for CY '96 and averaged (0.0017 mg/I); Because ORNL uses 3-5 MGD supply water 
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calculations subtracted out 4 MGD fiom total flow at WOD. Due to issuance of a new NPDES 
Permit ORNL is no longer required to monitor for lead. Operations have not changed over the 
last calandar year that should affect lead concentrations in storm water. Used ‘96 lead numbers 
and the ‘97 measured flow at WOD. Based upon discussions with Melinda Salmons, Charlie 
Valentine, and Wes Goddard amount of lead in storm water is a function of storm events. 

(4 MGD) * (3.7854 VgalIon) * (365 dayslyr) = 5526684000 literslyr 

CY 97 
(13957.50E6 1) - (5526684000 1) = 8430816000 liters 
(8430816000 1) * (0.0017 mgA) * (1 g/lOOO mg) = 1.46E4 g 

Assumed that onIy 25% is attributable to the Lead Shop operations 
(30.87 lbs)(0.25) = 8 Ibs 
- 25% of the 8 lbs is due to lead melted in CY 97 or 2 Ibs 

(1.46E4 g) * (2.205E-3 Iblg) =30.8i’ Ibs 

Total Starting Inventory that is NPO 

20096 Ibs + 4 lbs + 8 lbs = 20108 If,s 

6.0 Quantity Produced on Site 

No lead was produced on Site 

7.0 Quantity brought on Site 

No lead was brought on Site for melting at the Lead Shop. Only considered the lead that is 
melted at the Lead Shop. Lead was brought on Site (article) and used as shielding (article) on 
Site. 

7.1 Quantity of No. 7 that was brought on Site as Recycled Substance 

No lead was brought on Site for melting at the Lead Shop. 
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8.0 Quantity recycled Out-of-Process on Site and used on Site 

Our Process IS recycling or reusing lead by melting into needed conilgurations for radiological 
shielding on Site. Although our recycling is the Process, tried to fit our activities idto the form 
provided. The amount of melted lead in CY 97 that was used on Site was: 

236000 Ibs melted pb - 6500 Ibs slag - I lb to air = 229499 Ibs of Pb 

9.0 Quantity Consumed on Site 

No lead was consumed on Site 

10.0 Quantity Shipped off Site as Product 

No lead melted on Site was shipped off Site 

11.0 Ending Inventory 

Because the 6500 lbs of slag generated in CY 97 remains on Site the ending inventory 
729625 Ibs of lead on Site (see 5.0) - 1 lb to air (see 5.1) - 8 Ibs to stormwater runoff (see 5.1) = 

729616 lbs 

11.1 Quantity of Ending Inveniory that is NPO 

Because the 6500 Ibs of slag generated in CY 97 remains on Site the ending inventory ofWO is 
20096 lbs (see 5. I) - 1 Ib to air (see 5.1) - 8 Ibs to stormwater runoff (see 5.1) = 20087 Ibs 
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12.0 Total NPO Generated 

6500 Ibs of slag was generated iiom meking at the Lead Shop in CY 97 

6500 lbs f 1 lb to air (see 5.1) + 8 lbs to stormwater runoff (see 5.1) = 6509 Ibs 

26.0 Has any Pollution Prevention method been employed ... 

Our recycfing of lead IS the Process (see 5.0). This section could not be completed because it 
does not consider processes that are recycling. 

27.0 Does your facility anticipate reducing NPO 

No. Melting of lead produces slag :is a waste product. 

Section C 

1.2 Substance Name 

Lead 

3. Production Ratio 

Based upon conversations with Dale Knight Production Ratio should be based on lead bricks and 
other styles produced. This is calculated in pounds by subtracting the slag generated f?om lead 
melted. ‘96 101700 pounds - 3320 pounds = 98380 pounds and ‘97 236000 pounds - 6500 
pounds = 229500 pounds. Produlztion Ratio 229500/98380 = 2.33 

1.1 CAS No. 

00743 992 1 
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4. Percent Reduction 

Did not reduce slag generated between CY 96 and CY 97 because melted more lead. Our 

reduction was melting and pouring the lead into usable styles for shielding rather than disposing 

of the lead as a hazardous or mixed waste. Could consider that our percent reduction was the 

236000 Ibs melted - 6500 Ibs slag - 1 Ib to air = 229499 Ibs of Iead reused. Avoided disposal or 

the cost associated with finding a user for the lead and shipping costs. Do not believe that this 

fits well with the question or intenti 3n of this section on the form. 

NOTE: ORNL’s functional titles for the above mentioned individuals are as follows: 

Russ Carvin - Superhor, Solid Waste Management Operations Group 

Wes Goddard - Engineer, Clean Water Act Group 

Dale Knight - Supervisor of Fabrication, Plant and Equipment Group 

Melinda Salmons - Data Analyist, Environmental Compliance and Documentation 

Joe Wolfe - Group Leader, Clean Air Act Group 

Group 



DOE Chemical Use Pifot - 2-24-98 Page 1 

I?iI-PhaseIII 
DOE Chemical Use Reporting Pilot and 

Birrden & Benefit Evaluation 

Instructions: For each chemical you prepare a 1997 Form R for: 

1) Please complete the attached N.J. form for just the Inputs, Outputs and Pollution Prevention 
Activities and Progress sections identified below. 

Inputs (Section B, 5-8) 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Starting inventor]r of a substance (5.) 
Quantity of starting inventory that is Nonproduct Output* (NP0)(5.1) 
Quantity produced on site (6.) 
Quantity broughl on site (7.) 
Quantity brought on site as a recycled substance (7.1) 
Quantity recycled out-of-process on site and used on site (8.) 

Outputs (Section By 9-12) 
0 

0 

Quantity consunied on site (chemically reacted in process) (9.) 
Quantity shipped off site as (or in) product (IO.) 

Quantity of ending inventory that is Nonpruduct Output* (NPO)( 1 1.1) 
Total Nonprodulzt Output* @PO) generated (12.) 

0 Ending inventoqr (1 1.) 
0 

0 

Pollution Prevention Activities (Section By 26.-26.6) 
0 Has any poUuticw prevention method been employed to reduce the quantity of this 

Material-Related change and substitute substance (complete all appropriate sections) 

Reformulation or redesign of product (26.2) 
Process or procedure modifications (26.3) 
Equipment or ttxhnology modifications (26.4) 

substance during this reporting year relative to Iast year’s levels? If yes complete 
items 26.1-26.6 for years 1995 to 1996 (26.) 

(26. I) 
0 

0 

0 

4 

0 Improved operations (26.5) 
0 Miscellaneous (26.6) 

Facility-Level Substance-Speciiic Pollution Prevention Progress (Section C, 4.) 
0 Percent reduction (4.) 

2) While completing the form, please complete the burden evaluation form to indicate the number of increased 
labor hours for each reporting element with regard to managerial, technical and clerical aspects of TRI 
reporting for the first and subsequent years. 

3) Please complete the survey on the bcnefits evaluation form for evaluating the usefulness of toxic chemical 
use reporting. 

All quantities are reported in pounds. 

* Nonproduct Output (NPO) is the quantity of the reported substance that was generated prior to storage, outsf-process recycling, 
treatment, control or disposal, and that was not intended for use as a product. This includes environmental releases and off-site 
transfers for energy recovery or recycling, and as (or in) waste for treatment and/or disposal.) 
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Burden Evaluation Form 

5.0 

Requsted additional information &om the Lead Shop (Dale Knight) regarding amount of lead in 
inventory. Inventory was conducted and idormation was provided - 1 hour Technical. 
Requested information fiom Waste Managment (Russ Carvin) regarding amount of contaminated 
lead in inventory slated for recycle. Inventory was conducted and information was provided - 2 
hours Techincal. Joe Wolfe provided information regarding the status of the existing air permit at 
the Lead Shop - 1 hour Technical. My time requesting and compiling information, completing 
forms, and gathering backup informal ion for audit purposes - 2 hours Technical. Typing forms 
and backup documentation - 0.5 hours Clerical. Management review and committee meetings - 
0.5 hours Managerial. 

Note 

Only looked at the Lead Shop operations. Lead is used as shielding in many buildings thoughout 
the Laboratory. The shielding was not included in the inventory. The instructions need to be 
clearer. Do the 3 13 exemptions appby? 

5.1 

The information fiom Question 5.0 was used along with calculations fiom the 3 13 Report. 
Calculated the starting inventory that is NPO. My time compiling information, completing forms, 
and gathering backup information for audit purposes - 0.5 hours Technical. Typing forms and 
backup documentation - 0.5 hours ClericaI. Management review and committee meetings - 0.5 
hours Managerial. 

6.0 

Process knowledge aquired while cordeting the 3 13 Report. No lead produced on site. My time 
compiling information, completing fo nns, and gathering backup information for audit purposes - 
0.5 hours Technical. Typing forms and backup documentation - 0.5 hours Clerical. Management 
review and committee meetings - 0.5 hours Managerial. 

7.0 

No lead was brought on site for melting at the Lead Shop. Lead brought on site was used for 
shielding (article). Do the 3 13 exemptions apply? Looked at the information gathered for 3 13 
purposes. My time compiling information, compIeting forms, and gathering backup information 
for audit purposes - 0.5 hours Technical. Typing forms and backup documentation - 0.5 hours 
Clerical. Management review and committee meetings - 0.5 hours Managerial. 



7.1 

No lead was brought on site for melting at the Lead Shop. Looked at the infomation gathered 
for 3 13 purposes. My time compiling kformation, completing forms, and gathering backup 
information for audit purposes - 0.5 hours Technical. Typing forms and backup documentation - 
0.5 hours Clerical. Management review and committee meetings - 0.5 hours Managerial. 

8.0 

Our process is recycling or reuse. Tried to fit our operations with the questions on the forms. 
My time compiling information, completing forms, and gathering backup information for audit 
purposes - 0.5 hours Technical. Typing forms and backup documentation - 0.25 hours Clerical. 
Management review and committee meetings - 0.25 hours Managerial. 

9.0 

No lead was consumed on site. My time compiling information, completing forms, and gathering 
backup information for audit purposes - 0.25 hours Technical. Typing forms and backup 
documentation - 0.25 hours Clerical. Management review and committee meetings - 0.25 hours 
Managerial. 

10.0 

No lead melted was shipped of€ site. lay time compiling information, completing forms, and 
gathering backup information for audit purposes - 0.25 hours Technical. Typing forms and 
backup documentation - 0.25 hours Clerical. Management review and committee meetings - 0.25 
hours Managerial. 

11.0 

Calculated ending inventory &om 3 13 information. My time cornpiling information, completing 
forms, and gathering backup information for audit purposes - 0.5 hours Technical. Typing forms 
and backup documentation - 0.5 hours Clerical. Management review and committee meetings - 
0.5 hours Managerial. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

11.1 

Cafcuiated using information &om Quc:stion 5.0 and 3 13 information. My time compiling 
information, completing forms, and gathering backup information for audit purposes - 0.5 hours 
Technical. Typhg forms and backup docurnentation - 0.5 hours Clerical. Management review 
and committee meetings - 0.5 hours Managerial. 
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12.0 

Calculated using information &om the 3 13 report. My time compiling information, completing 
forms, and gathering backup information for audit purposes - 0.25 hours Technical. Typing forms 
and backup documentation - 0.25 hours Clerical. Management review and committee meetings - 
0.25 hours Managerial. 

26.0 

Recycling (pollution prevention) is the process. Could not answer this question because no 
consideration given to operations out side of manufactoring. My time compiling information, 
completing forms, and gathering backup information for audit purposes - 0.25 hours Technical. 
Typing forms and backup documentztion - 0.25 hours Clerical. Management review and 
committee meetings - 0.25 hours Managerial. 
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DOE Chemlcai use Pbt - 2-24-96 

Beniefts EvaIuutton Fom 
BenefitslUsefuf ness of Toxic Chemical Use Reporting 

Toxic Chemical Use Reponing, in general: I 
I How effective is chemical use reporting to facilities and the general public in irn roving their 

understanding of the volumes and p~~ of chemkd use (rate on a 1-5 scale, & ot effective, 
2-slightly effective, 3-somewhat ef%Ctive, 4-moderately 5- highly &kctive)? 

3. Does chemical use repo- offer an impwed basis for measuriryl progress in pollution prevdon 
over current reporting inforpationi (rate on a 1-5 scale; S-no, it offers no improvement, 2-yes, 

Why? 

4. Docs chemical use reporting lead to improved toxic chemical management in hcilities (rate on a 1-5 
scale; l-no,&s, slightly improved, 3-yes, somewhat improved, &yes, moderately improved, 5-yes, 
highly improved)? 



- -- 

I DOE C h d C d  Use PIbt - 2-24-99 Pa@ 6 

5 .  Does chemid use reporting provide a b a r  basis for promoting uchnology transfm among firms 
(rate on a 1-5 scaIe; I-no, 2-yes, !;Iightly better, 3-ycs, somewhat better, 4-yes, xn-y better, 5- 

I 
I <  yes, highly improved)? 

1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 -  

Why? 

6.  How usefil is chemical use reporting: 
(rate on a 1-5 scale; h o t  us&I, 2-slightIy useful, 3-samewhat usefbl, 4-moderately useful, S-highIy 
Usdill) 

1 2 3 4 5 

For tracking tolrics inproducts 0 d o  0 0 

As a P2 "scorecard" 0. n O a 0 

As a TRI Ytd3er check" d n  0 a 0 

For CammMity level capabiIity 0 C J ' o  D I3 
. -  for looking at transportation- 

related issues 

For highlighting areas of potential o / ' a  U Q 0 
cost savings and enviromnenEal 
bexeB at EiciIity 

Far fa&q pubfic relations v u  n 0 D 
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DOE Chemcal Use Pilot - 2-24-98 Page 7 

Toxic Chemical Use Reporting, by data cimcnt J 

7. which data element c;itegorieS are subject to potential misunderstanding about a fidity: 
(rate on a 1-5 sca3e; 1-no potentid, Mittle potentia, 3-some pomtid, 4-modera&2 potential, 54gh 
potential) I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 

outputs 

Facility-Level Substanc+Specific 
Pollution Prevention Progress 

1 2 

0 

U 

0 

a 

a 

3 

0 

0 0 

a U 

0 0 

4 5 

n c3 

0 

0 D 
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Please rate tfre usefihess of reponing the following data dancnts of chemical use (on a 1-5 scale; 1- 
not usefuI, 2-sIightIy u s d ,  3-som,ewhat us&, 4-mderately us&& 5-highly useful), to the public, 
the facility, and state regulators. 

8. 

Public 

- 
Facility State Rqplators 

I n w  Outians 
Staxzing invcnmry of substance (5.) 
QuantityofstartinginventoIy 
that is NPO (5.1) 
Quantity produced on site (6.) 
Quantity bm#t on site (7.) 
Quantity brought on site as 
recycled substance (7. I) 
Quantity recycled outof-proctss 
on site and used on site (8.) 

Input Options as a whole 

omut axions 
Quanti@ coltsumed on site (9.) 
Quyltiry shipped off site as 
(or in) product (1 0.) 

Quantity of ending inventory 
that is NPO (11.1) 
Total NPO geueratcd (12.) 

Ending inventory (I 1 .) 

Output Options as a whole 

I 
Pollution Prevention Activitiq 
H?ls any poUutian prevention method 
been employed to reduce the quantity 
of this substance duMg 1995 rtlaf ive 
to I994 levels? If ‘(ycs”, fill in tab1 e. 
(26.1 
Matd-Related change (changes in 
the amount of substance used due ‘to 
substitution of other ncm-listed substance) 

Reformulation or redesign of product 
(resulting in the reduction of substance 

Process or procedure modifications 
(using Scisring equipment IO redue 
substance 3eneratcd) (26.3) 

(26.1) - 

generated) (26.2) - 

I 
1 
1 

I 
1 
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DOE Chemical use Paot - 2-zes~ 

PubIic 
Equipment OK technology modificafions 
(using new equipment ar technology to 
reduce substance generated) (26.4) 
Imprwed operations (due to 
houseketping, training, materia 
hading or in~cntory control to recluce 
substance generated) (26.9) - 
M i S d h e O U S  
dcsm'tre - 

(126.6) - 
Pollution P k t i o n  Activities 
as a whole 

F*litv-Level S~bstance-Soect 'fie 
PoIhrtim ReventiclnPrcnqgg 
Percent reduction (4.) . 

Nomc ofperson(r) cornpiering the f i r m  
I 
I 

Date completed 

Facility 

I 1  
/I - 

8 
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‘LE-A,) ’ I Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection 

TURA REPORT - COVER SHEET 
Toxics Use Reduction Act - Fonn S Cover Sheet 

Page 1 of 5 

ection 1: General Information 

.I  ATTACH MAILING LABEL with facility name AlTACH CORRECTED MAILING LABEL or enter 
facility, name & address 

I‘ 
address & DEP Facility Identification Number 

.2 Are you making a trade secret claim for any of the infomation submitted in this COVER SHEET and/or Form S(s)? -YES 

1.3 If YES, atfach a statement substantiating the claim IS this copy: 

-X-NO c 
b 
P 
I or incomplete information. I 

-X-Sanitized U n s a n i t i z e d  

.4 This report is being filed for reporting year 1997 

Section 2: Certification Statement 

.O This CERTIFICATON STATEMENT should be signed after all 1 he forms have been completed. 

I hereby certify that I have reviewed this and all attachei documents and that, to the best of my howledge and belief, the submitted information 
is true and complete and that the amDunts and values in these documents are acculiite based on measurements andor reasonable estimates using 
data available to the prepares of these documts. I am aware that there are significant penalbes for willful or intentional submission of false 

Authorized Signature mnt N- 

PosiuodTitle Date 

I 
I 

r 

8 
I 

Section 3: Chemicals Previously Reported That Are Not Reportable This Year 

.O OPTIONAL QUESTION. In this section, you may provide information on any chemical reported last year that is not subject to reporting L year. If you substituted a non-listed chernical for a TURA chemicai, you may identify the substitution, as well. 

The codes to explain vhy the chemical is not repomble are: [I] Chemi1:al Below Threshold But > 0 [2] No Chemical Usage in Reporting 

addinonal comments section). Enter all the codes that apply. 

3.1 

ear [3] Chemical Substitution [4] Chemical Eliminated (No Substitution) [5J Decline in Business [6] Other (Explain below in the 

CAS # of Chemical Not Reportable (if applicable) Chemical Name I Explanation of W h y  the Chemical Is Not Reportable. mter Codf:): I I I I I I I I 

CAS # of Chenucal Substituted for TURA Chemical Chemical Name 

3 2  
CAS # of Chemical Not Reportable (if applicable) 

Explanation of Why the Chemical Is Not Reportable. (Enter Cod:): u L 1 1 1 I 1 

Chemical Name 

CAS # of Chenucal Substituted for TURA Chemical Chemical Name 

Additional Comments: 
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TOWN or TURA ID# Reporting Year 

;ORM S COVER SHEET (continued) 

4: FaciIity- Wide Listing of Production Units 
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A PRODUCTION UNIT is best thought of as the combination of the prtlcess (or activities) used to produce a product or service and the product or service. In A s  
lock, please identify the PRODUCTION UNITS at the facility, then use the production unit number to report on chemical usage in the attached Form S. If there is a 
ubstantial change in a PRODUCTION UNIT h m  one reporting year to the next, the PRODUCTION UNIT must be given a new, unique number. 

This Production Unit (RocesslProduct Combination) is: - TheSameAsReportedLastYear I. New 

Describe &he Process: Building 9201-1 is a complete machine shop facility used to perform large and small machining operations 
such as cutting, welding, drilling, forming of special components and individual items; and the assembly, testing, and packaging of 
the completed product. This buiIding is divided into several shop arcas such as the Saw Shop, Weld Shop, Tool Fabrication Shop, 
Precision Shop, and other general machine shops. Some of these operations are conducted in enclosed shops and open work areas. 
Microsol 165 solution (coolant/ ubricant) is circulated through a clean-up system and retumed to the machine coolant wstem for 

f 
Production 

re-use. The machine chips andw turnings are removed from the coolant &d disposed of through an appropriate metal-mte bin. 
operations performed in each o !these shops are very similar, except that the Tool Fabrication Shop handles smaller components, thus 
requiring m€ler equipment/tooling. For the purpose of this report, we focus our attention on the Tool Fabrication Shop, whereby 
a ten pound lead (pb) plate was utilized. The p c e s s  involved submerging the Pb plate in the coolant and drilling holes m it. Air 
emissions were negligible and approximately one pound of chips were considered waste.. The remaining nine pounds was retuned 
to the customer and used as a cclunter w-ght in equipment. In summary, this process is best described as "the removal of mass 
from substrate". 

Describe tlre Produd: The pr0C:uct is the nine pound modified Pb submate, e.g. (pb plate with specified holes drilled in it). 

Enter the fourdigit SIC Code(s 1 that best describe@) the product: 

L3_L4_L9_L9_1 L U  u u 
Descrii the Unit of Product- Pounds and/or number of lend substrates undergone modifications. 
(Please specify if the Unit of h d u c t  has been changed since the previous reposting year.) 

PRODUCTION PROCESS STEP INFORMATION FORTHIS PRODUCTION UNIT 

Enter the production process codels) to identify the pnxess step(s) that involves a TUR-reportable chemical(s) as an 
input, output or throughput. (See the reporting guidance document for the list of production process codes and instructions 
on when a given code needs to be listed.) 

5 . 1 1  I 1  1 6 . t  I I !  1 7 . 1  1 I 1 1 8 . 1  I I I ]  

List below, the TURA-reporChle chemicals associated with the production unit. If a chemical is associated with AIL the 
process steps identified above, check the &block If the chemical is associated with some but not all of the process 

steps, put the relevant code@) (hm above) next to the chemical 

- Lead Metal - -  x ALLl-1- 
Chemical Name 

- 007439921 
CAS# 

-ALL- - 
uu 

Chenucal Name 

CAS# 

Chenucal Name 

w u  
CAS# 



- f ~  s COVER SHEET (continuation Page, for use, if necessary) 
-__- ------ 

Section 4: Facility- Wide Lkting of Production Units 
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PRODUCI'ION PROCESS STEP INFORMATION FOR THIS PRODUCFION UNIT 

Enter the production process code(s) to identify the process step(s) that involves a TUR-rqortabIe chemical(s) as an 
input, output or throughput. (See the reporting guidance document for the list of production process codes and instructions 
on when a given code needs to be listed.) 

List below, the W-reportable chemicals associated with the production unit. If a chemical is associated with BLL 
the process steps identified above, check the All block. If ttie chemical is associated with some but not all of the process 
steps, put the relevant codes) (from above) next to the chemical. 

Chemical Name 

-u 
CAS# 

Chemical Name 

uu 

u 
CAS# 

Chermcal Name 
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1 Marsachusetts Departme?!t of Environmental Protection 
TURA REPORT - FORM S 

'a Use Reduction Act - Chemical Usage Facility- Wide & by Production Units 
I :  Facility- Wide Usage of Listed Chemical 

.I -007439921 - Lead 
Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) Number (if applicable) 

1.2 Facility-Wide Usage of Chemical Identified m 1 .I above. Enter total amount (in POUNDS) for each applicable category. 
NOTE: Bypmduct (item 12d) generallv means all wastes containing the listed chemical before the waste is treated or 

carefully, however, before completing this section. 

Chemical Identification ( h m  Form R) 

lecycled. Readtheinsfmdm 
I 
1 

12a Manufactund: 0 12d Generated as Bygroduct 1 

12e  Shipped in or as product 9 1 1 2 b  Recessed: 0 

I 
12c Otherwise UKd: 10 

13 OPTIONAL QUESTION. When the amounts reported in I .2a, 1.2b. and 1 . 2 ~  are added together, the sum will - in many 
cases - equal the sum of 1.2d and 1 .te. In other words, the left and right columns will often f m  a "materials balance." If the two columns are 

below. (i.e.: &QOQ Chemical was held in inventozy). 

Chemical was recycled on site. 

ot in approximate balance, you may use this block to explain why. Mark all the reasons that apply, or indicate the number of pounds in the appropriate 

"I - Chemical was consumed or transformed. 

Chemical was held in inventory. 

Other (explain): 

- Chemical is a compound. 

The remaining 9 pounds (end product cg-  lead substrate) was returned to the customer for use. 

OPTIONAL QUESTION: Did anything non-routine occur at your facility during the reporting year which af€ected the data reported? 

- YES X NO If YES, you may use this space to conmmt'  

on 2: Chemicals Used in Waste Treatment Unils 

. T Is this chemical used to treat waste or control pollution? - YES X NO 

EYES. enter the quantity of chemical code for the amount used to kea t waste or control pollution: L_I 

OPTIONAL - You may enter the amount 

n 3: IWU Report on Production unit #:-OX (Enter # from the Form S Cover Shed)  

3.1 Base Year -1997 3.4 Byproduct Reduction Index: 0 

3.5 Emissions Reduction Index: 0 3 2  Quantity of Chemical Code: LA1 

'f 
'3.3 ToxicsUseRcductionTechniqrresCodt: \ I 1 1  I I I  I I 1  I I I  I I I  I I1 1 I 

If there has been a change from one repotting year to the current year in a (1) base year, andlor (2) estimating methods (that 
significantly alter previously reportcd data) for this PRODUCTION UNIT REPORT, descrik the change: I 



Facilitv Name: 

Chemical: 

ection 3: TWRA Report on Production Unit #: (Enter # from the Form S Cover Sheet) 

L 

I 
1 .I Base Year 

3.2 Quantity of Chemical Code: 

Facility ID# 

ReportingYear: 1 9 9 7 

3.4 Byproduct &duction Index: 

3.5 Emission Ri:duction Index: 

~.3ToxicsUseReductionTechniquesCode: I I I1 1 I1 I I I  I 1 1  1 I 1  f I I  1 1 

there has been a change from one reporting year to the cumnt year in a (1) base year, and/or (2) estimating methods (that significantly alter 
reported data) for this PRODUCFION UNIT REPORT, destribe the change: 

TURA Report on Production Unit #: (Enter # from the Form S Cover Sheet) 

. I  Base Year. 

.2 Quantity of Chemical Code: 

3.4 Byproduct Reduction Index: 

3.5 Emissiim Reduction Index: 

~f.there  ha^ been a change from one repohng year to the current y i z  in a (1) base year. and/or (2) estimating methods (that significantly alter 
viously reported data) for this PRODUCTION UNIT REPORT, d e s t n i  the change: 

TLrRl Report on Production Unit #: (Enter # from the Form S Cover Sheet) 

.I Base Year: 

2 Quantity of Chemical Code: 

3.4 Byprodun. Reduction Index: 

3.5,Emission Reduction Index: 

If therc has been a change h m  one reporting year to the cuxren: year in a (1) base year, and/or (2) estimating methods (that significantly alter 
reviously rqxnted data) for this PRODUCTION UNIT REPORT, d e m i i  the change: P 

TURA Report on Production Unit #: (Enter # from the Form S Cover Sheet.) 

--I Base Year: I 2 Quantity of Chemical Code: 

3.4 Byproduci Reduction Index: 

3.5 Emission Reduction Index: 

r3 ToxicsUseReductionTechniquesCode: I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1  I I I I I I I 1 

1l there has been a change h one reporting year to the cumnt year m a (1) base year, andor (2) estimating methods (that significantly alter m 
iously reported data) for this PRODUCTION UNIT REPORT, descn i  the change: r -  



Toxic Use Reduction Act (TURA) - Form S (Massachusetts) 
COVER SHEET 

Section I :  General Information 

1.1 Mailing Label 

1.3 x Sanitized Unsanitized 

Section 2: Certification Statement 

Section 3: Chemicals Previously Reported ...... 

1.2 Making Trade Secret YES - NO x 

1.4 This report is for reporting year lB2 

8 NA 

Section 4: Facility-Wide Listing of Production Units 

Describe the Process: 

Building 9201-1 is a complete machine shop facility used to perform large and small machining 
operations such as cutting, welding, drilling, forming of special components and individual 
items; and the assembly, testing, and packaging of the completed product. This building is 
divided into several shop areas such as Saw Shop, Weld Shop, Tool Fabrication Shop, Precision 
Shop and other general machine shops Some of these operations are conducted in enclosed 
shops and open work areas. Microsol 165 solution (coolant) is circulated through a clean-up 
system and returned to the machine coolant system for re-use. The machine chips, andor 
turnings are removed fiom the coolant and disposed of through an appropriate metal waste bin. 
Operations performed in each of these shops are very similar, except that the Tool Fabrication 
Shop handles smaller components, thus; requiring smaller equipmentltooling. 

For the purpose of this report, we focus our attention on the Tool Fabrication Shop, whereby a 
ten pound lead (pb) plate was utilized. The process involved submerging the Pb plate in the 
coolant and drilling holes in it, thus negligible Pb air emissions with approximately one pound of 
chips as waste. The remaining nine pounds was returned to the requester to use as a counter 
weight in equipment. In summary and xcording to the Form S guidelines, this process is best 
described as “the removal of mass from substrate”. 

, 
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Describe the Product: 

The product is the modified Pb subsirate e.g., ( Pb plate with specified holes drilled in it). 

Four digit SIC Code : 3499 

Describe the Unit of Product: 

Pounds andor number of lead substmte request for modifications 

Production Process Step Informatio,n for this Production Unit: 

2.0 BB05 

Lead Metal LALL 007439921 
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TUEA REPORT - FORM S 

Sectiun I :  Facility-Wide Usage of Listed Chemical 

1.1 CAS#: 007439921 

1.2a. O# 1.2b. O# 

Chemical Identification (from Fonn R): Lead 

1 .2~ .  10# 1.2d. 1# 1.2e. 9# 

1.3 Optional: The sum of 1.2% 1.2b, and 1 . 2 ~  added together should equal the sum 1.2d, & 1.2e 
Wzy? The remaining 9 Ibs (end product) was returned to the customer for use as a counter 
weight in equipment. Also refer to section 4 “Describe the Process” for additional information. 

1.4 Optional: Nu, for non-routine ciccurrence that may have affected the data reported. 

Section 2: Chemicals Used in Wasle Treatment Units 

2.1 Is chemical used to treat waste or control pollution? No 

Sectiun 3: TURA Report on Product ion Unit# 01 

3.1 BaseYear: 1997 3.2 Qty.OfChemicalCode: A . 
3.4 Byproduct Reduction Index: O# 3.5 Emissions Reduction Index: o# 

3.3 Toxic Use Reduction Techniques Code: NA 

Not able to use tfie above (3.3) due to difference in release/activities in 1996 vs 1997 for lead. 
Information (detail) is given inthe sun- on the New Jersey form in section 4.0, Percent 
Reduction. 

rae 
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New Jersey - Form S 

5.0 Starting Inventory of Substance on Site 

Backgroundnnventory 

Based on the material selected and plant-wide ,iquiries, one process was luzni tied and selected 
for this report. Building 9201-1 is a complete machine shop facility used to perform large and 
small machining operations such as cutting, welding, drilling, forming of special components 
and individual items; and the assembly, testing, and packaging of the completed product. This 
building is divided into several shop areas such as Saw Shop, Weld Shop, Tool Fabrication Shop, 
Precision Shop and other general machine shops. Some of these operations are conducted in 
enclosed shops and open work areas. Microsol 165 solution (coolant) is circulated through a 
clean-up system and returned to the mLachine coolant system €OT re-use. The machine chips, 
and/or turnings are removed flom the coolant and disposed of through an appropriate metal waste 
bin. Operations performed in each of these shops are very similar, except that the Tool 
Fabrication Shop handles smaller components, thus requiring smaller equipmentltooling. 

For the purpose of this report, we focus our attention on the Tool Fabrication Shop, whereby a 
ten pound lead (Pb) plate was utilized in CY 1997. The process involved submerging the Pb 
plate in the coolant and drilling holes in it, thus negligible Pb air emissions with approximately 
onepound of chips as waste. The remaining ninepounds was returned to the requester to use as 
a counter weight in equipment. In suramary and according to the Form S guidelines, this process 
is best described as “the removal of mass from substrate”, and starting inventory = -10 Ibs. 

5.1 Starting Inventory that is NPO 

The quantity of starting inventory that is Nonproduct Output is the chipslturnings generated from 
the drilling of holes in the Pb substrate:. It was determined that this amount = -1 Ib in CY 1997. 

Pb to air &om drilling process was detzrmined to be negligible due to the fact the process was 
conducted under the coolant. 

The Tool Fabrication Shop is located inside a building 9201-1 with no patent drains to the Storm 
Water System. Therefore in summarq’, starting inventory that is NPO = - 1 Ib. 

6.0 Quantity Produced on Site 

No Pb was produced on site 
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7.0 Quantity Brought on Site 

No Pb was brought on site for processing in 9201-1. As stated above only used the Pb indicated 
in number 5.0. Procurement of Pb was brought on site (article) i.e. Pb bricks and used for 
shielding. 

7.1 Quantity of No. 7.0 that was brought on Site as Recycled Substance 

No Pb was brought on site as recycled substance for processing at 9201-1 in CY 1997. 

8.0 Quantity Recycled Out-of-Process on Site and Used on Site 

The I Ib of Pb chips which resulted fi-om drilling process was recycled in-process i.e. extracted 
from the coolant and disposed in a metal waste bin. Therefore, no Pb was recycled out-of- 
process and used on site at 9201-1 in CY 1997. 

9.0 Quantity Consumed on Site (ch,emicacly reacted in process) 

No Pb was consumed on site in CY 1997, i.e. its molecular structure was altered. 

10.0 Quantity Shipped oflSite as (or in) Product 

No Pb product was shipped off site as a result &om 9201-1 processing in CY 1997. 

11.0 Ending Inventory 

Due to,the I lbs of c h i p s / d g  generated in CY 1997 remained on Site in waste, the ending 
inventory = 9 Zbs. 

11.1 Quantity of Ending Inventory ihat is NPO 

As stated earlier (5.1), the ending inventory that is NPO = I Zb. 

12.0 Total NPO Generated 

As stated in ( l l . l ) ,  the total NPO gencrated in CY 1997 at 9201-1 is = 1 lb. 
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26.0 Has any Pollution Prevention method been employed to reduce the quantity..,. 

In CY 1997, at 9201-1 no pollution prevention was employed i.e. to reduce or eliminate of either 
the use of Pb or the generation of NPO, prior to treatment, storage, out-of-process recycling or 
disposal. Note: Pollution Prevention is not any type of treatment, out-of-process recycling, 
incineration, or the transfer to another media. 

27.0 Does your facility anticipate rtrducing the use or generation of the substance as NPO... 

No, only small quantities of NPO is generated and handled accordingly, i.e. fimding is not a 
priority. 

Section C 

1.1 CAS No.: 007439921 

1.2 Substance Name: Lead 

3.0 Production Ratio 

Unable to complete this section due to the no Pb activity was conducted in CY 1996 at 9201-1, 
therefore production ratio = NA (not applicable) 

4.0 Percent Reduction 

Unable to complete this section due tci the Pb activity conducted in CY 1996 differs &om activity 
of Pb conducted in CY 1997. 9 other words in CY 1996 Pb activity was conducted in building 
9766 (Model Shop) whereby 15 lbs ol'Pb was used in fabricating ingots With an estimated 
release to air of less than 1 lbs.. Negli;r,ible amount of NPO was generated thus not appropriate to 
compare andor calculate percent reduction with respect to activities conducted in 9201-1. In 
summary percent reduction = NA. 
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NJ Form S (continued) 

Section B: Inputs 

5. Starting Inventory = IO# for (9201-1) ... Note: 81f fiom fly ash ETTP in CY96 + lo# fly ash 
from ETTP in CY 97.’ 

5.1 Starting inventory Nonproduct Output = I# (turnings fiom 9201-1) 

6.0 Qty Produced on site = Q# 

7.0 Qty Brought on site = O# 

7.1 & 8.0 Qty brought as recycle ...= r?# 

. 

outputs: 

9.0 Qty consumed on site chemically = O# 

10. Qty shipped off-site as product = U# 

1 1. Ending Inventory = 9# 

11.1 Qty of ending inventory that is hT0 = I# 

12. Total NPO generated = I#. 

Basis of estimates = 0 ; for question 12 = T 

Note: The information above represents the eventdprocess for 9201-1 during CY 97 only. 
Concerns with recipients comparing this information to CY 97 Form R submittais, 
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Benefits Evaluation Form 
BenefitsK’sefulness of Toxic Chemical Use Reporting 

Toxic Chemical Use Reporting, in general: US. DOE Y-12 PZant 

1 
1 
I 
1 

I !  

J 

1. How effective is chemical Zse reporting to facilities and the general pubIic in improving 
their understanding of the Trolurnes and patterns of chemical use (rate on a scale; 1-not 
effective,@sli@tly effective, 3-somewhat effective, 4-moderately effective, 5-hishly 
e ffic tive)? 
Why? 

As a resrrIt of the current reportiiy; requirements so stated under EPCRA section 313, most 
facilities are utilizing the release data to identi! process, sioruge, and handling modifications 
to minimize ckemical losses and ta  save money. Chemical use reporiing may be somewhat 
effective in forcing facilities to understand their volumes and patteres of chemical uses, 
however for those faciliiies wit11 active and aggressive Pollution Prevention (P2) programs, 
chemical use reportz-ng will be inejyective andyei another burden on the facility. P2 focuses 
on a particular process as opposed to a particular material utilizetUaggregated across the 
plant/reservatiort. A more effecfive method of improving their understanding by both the 
public and facilities would be to restrict applicable permits Le., discharge and disposal of 
chemicals via establishing the Envi ronmentai Media (e.g. air, water, soil), Quality objectives 
and standards that protects human health and the environmen f. In conclusion, I’m not 
convinced that the public has an understanding on the existing section 313 reports and to 
append additiond data on@ increases the ievei of uncertainty, misunderstanding and 
overwhelms EPA ’S databases. 

Note: It is now August 1998, and tb  e 1997 TRI data was submitted to EPA in June 1998. 
To date, the information is not available via computer, and once made available will it be 
correct??? ..... any takers ...... what’s wrong with this picture!!! 

2. How useful is chemical use remrting to state agencies for the purposes of targeting state 
resources (rate on a 1-5 scaIed&mt usehl, &slightly use&& 3-somewhat useful, 4- 
moderately usefil, 5-highIy useful)? 

Why? 

Section 313 reports are utilized to assist government agencies and others in research effarts, 
and the development of regulations, g iridelines, and standards. Chemical use data if used 
properly, may allow state agenfies to widerstand where to focus their resources in 
encouraging P2 kitiatives. HQwever, state agencies distribution of resources are based on the 
EPA program gran fs (Federal@ supported), Le. more dollars more state resources. Also, most 
state resorrrces frrnded by these grants are administrative and ure necessavy to support EPA 3 
paper log jams and not real environmental quality improvemetits. 
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3. Does chemical use reporting offer an improved basis for measurin,o progess in pollution 
prevention over current reportin,o information (rate on a I -5 scaleano, it offers no 
improvement, 2-yes, slightly improved, 3-yes, somewhat improved, 4-yes, moderately 
improved, 5-yes, highly improved)? 

Why? 

No, section 313 repartingprocess is aii aggregate of all the activities surrorsndirrg the use of 
seiected materid in oppose to P2 whereby it focus on a particular process Le. source reduction 
and recycling activities. The mefIiodoIogy, e.g. Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessmenfs 
(PPOA) is utilized io identi3 P2 options for a specific process. Since section 313 reporting 
irzvolves air emissions, etc., a systematic problem occurs Le., these projects do not have tJie 
"return on in vestment" associated with waste storagdtreaimenUdisposaI, as do other P2 
projects. In some cases these projects are not funded. In conclusion, the section 313 reporting 
coupled with chemical use datu wiil not be significant toot in identiBing P2projects, if will 
simp& overwhelm the system with data. 

4. Does chemical use reporting lead to improved toxic chemical management in facilities ( 
rate on 1-5 scale;&o, 2-ye 3, slightly improved, 3-yes, somewhat improved, 4-yes, 
moderately improved, 5-yes, highly improved)? 

Why? 

As mentioned earlier chemical use data already exist and reporting it is one thing, effective 
management of toxic chemicals is another, e.g. spill containment would not be significantly 
improved. Focusing on reporting i iz order to promote or improve toxic chemical management 
is similar to tying to inspect end qutility to a product..it doses not work ...q uality should be 
built in at the on-sei. 

5.  Does chemical use reporting provide a better basis for promoting technology transfer 
amon3 firms (rate on a 1-5 scalefino, 2-yes, slightly better, 3-yes, somewhat better, 4- 
yes, moderately better, S-yes, 11ighly improved)? 

Why? 

No, within an industrial group the chemical use reports wordd be useful to competitors and 
chemical suppliers to target ngw marketing strategies; thus not promoting technology transfer. 
Are we skewing the purpose, scope oj'EPCR4 section 313 reporting to satisfi special interest 
groups? 

rae 
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DOE Chemical Use Pilot - 2-24-98 Page 6 

5.  Does ChemicaI use re?ortkg provide a better basis for promoting techoIogy transfer among firms 
(rate on a 1-5 stale; 1-no, 2-yes, slightly better, 3-yes, somewhat better, 4-yes, moderately better, 5- 
yes, highly improved)? 

DOE Chemical Use Pilot - 2-24-98 Page 6 

5.  Does ChemicaI use re?ortkg provide a better basis for promoting techoIogy transfer among firms 
(rate on a 1-5 stale; 1-no, 2-yes, slightly better, 3-yes, somewhat better, 4-yes, moderately better, 5- 
yes, highly improved)? 

why? - 
6.  How usefd is chemical use reporting: 

(ratz on a 1-5 sde ;  1-not useful, Z-sIi&tly useful, 3somewhat useful, 4-moderately usefiI, 5-hig.hly 
useful) 

For tmc- bxics in products 

As a P2 “scorecard” 

. 

& a TRI “ledger check” 

For improving quality of TRI 
database 

For mmmUnity level capability 
for looking at transport&on- 
rebed issues 

For highlighting areas of potentid 
cost savings and environmental 
benefit at fkcility . 

For facility public relations 

For fac3w inventory managemen’. . 
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DOE Chemical Use Pilct - 2-24-98 

Toxic Chemical Use Reporting, by thta element: 

7. Which data efernent carepries are subject to potential misundentanding about a facility: 
(rate on a 1-5 d e ;  I-no pomtid, 2-EttIe potential, 3-some potential, 4-moderate potential, s-high 
potential) 
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hputs 

outputs 

'Pollution Prevention Activities 

Facility-Level Substance-Spec) fic 
Ponution Prevention Progress 

1 

U 

0 

U 

a 

Which spec& data elements arc the 'most SI; 

" I n p u ts " 

Why? 

3 4 

ff 0 

0 n 

0 tix 

a d  

5 '  

d 

d 
n 

n 

ject to misunderrtanding w hin each category? 

t 

Using a standardized form does not allow for additional information i . e . ,  t o  
explain the meaning of the-data elements. Example given are  starting inventorY 
and NPO data .  

Which speciflc data elements are the least subject to misundefitanding within each category? 
" Pol'l'ution Prevention " 

Why? 

POI l u t i o n  Preventio; 
on the Form R reports 
attractive i n  the pub 

1 .  

s p a r t  o f  and/or similar t o  the same information requested 

i c ' s  o ~ + D $ ~ o  
Sotirce reduction and recycling ac t iv i t i e s  Seems t o  be more 
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DOE Chemical Use Pilot - 2-24-98 page 8 

Please rate the use&Lxss c f reporting the f0110wing data elements of cfiemicai use (on a 1-5 scale; 1- 
not useful, 2-slightiy useful, 3-somewhat usehl, 4-moderately useful, 5-highly useful), to the public, 
the faciIity, and statc regula~ors. 

. .  
PubIic Facility State Regulators 

h D U t  ODtiOnS 
Starting inventory of substaice (5.) 
Quantity of Starting inventory 
that is W O  (5.1) . 
Quaxttity produccd on site (6 1 
Quanr;tY brought on site (7.) 
Quanrity brought on site as 
recycled sub'stance (7.1) 
Quantity reqcled out-of-process 
on site and used on site (8.) 

Input Options as a whole 

oU& ODtiOIZS 
QuantiV consumed on site (9.) 
Quantify shipped off site as 
(or in> product (10.) 
Ending inventory (1 1 .) 
QmfiV of endins inventory 
thatisNPO(11.1) 
Total NPO generated (12.) 

Output Options as a whole 

Pollution Prevention Activities 
Has any pollution prevention method 

'been employed to reduce the quantity 
of this substance durin@rehtive 
to 1994 levefs? If"yes", fill in &He. 
(26.) 
Material-Related change (changes in 
the amount of substance used due to 

% d, substitution of other non-I$ted sukistance) 

Reformulation or redesign of product 
(resulting in the reduction- of substzlnce 

Process or procedure modifications 
(using existing equipment to reduce 

(26.1) . - 
a generated) (26.2) - 
a substance generated) (26.3) - 

a 

3 d 
P 
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DOE Chemical Use F i t  - 2-24-98 

Public 
Equipment or technology moclifications 
(using new equipment or technology to 

Improved operations (due to 
housekeeping, training, material . 

2 
handling or inventory control to reduce 

Miscellaneous 
describe 

reduce substance generated) (26.4) a 

substance generated) (26.5) - 

2 - . (26.6) 2 -  
PolIution Prevention Advitie; a' as a whole - 
FaciIib4mel Subsbnce-Specif& . 
Pollution Prevention Progress 
Percent reduction (4.) *. 

Facility State Regulators 

- Y 

. . . -  . . .. 

QJ 5 A A J . 3  
Name ofperson(s) completing the form 

7 I22 1 9 6  
Date completid 

a 

a 
a - 
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New Jersey Form S 

ETTPLEADMETAL 

5.0 Starting Inventory of Substance on Site: For purposes of the production unit covered by 
this report, the starting inventory is assumed to be ZERO; i.e., lead in o E t e  waste incinerated 
during the year is assumed to have been received during the same year. The Form R further 
addresses activities involving lead that are unrelated to the reportable lead in offsite waste. 

5.1 Starting Inventory that is NPO: Zero 

6. Quantity Produced on Site: Zero 

7, Quantity Brought on Site: 7.95 Ibs of lead metal that was in waste treated at the incinerator 
was fiom offsite. 

7.1 Quantity Brought on Site as Rmycled Substance: Zero 

8, Quantity Recyded Out-of-Process on Site and Used on Site: Zero 

9. Quantity Consumed on Site: Zero 

10. Quantity Shipped off Site as (or in) Product: Zero 

11. Ending Inventory: 7.80 lbs in ash and sludge (0.10 Ibs lost to air, and 0.05 lost to water) 

11.1 Quantity of Ending Inventory that is Nonproduct Output: 7.80 lbs 

12, Total Nonproduct Output Generated: All 7.95 lbs considered to be nonproduct output, 
although there are problems applying the,nonproduct definition [generated prior to treatment] to 
this situation. The lead metaI in waste has passed through the incinerator, and the mass balance 
(attached) illustrates the process. 

NOTE: The remaining sections of the New Jersey reporting form are Not Applicable to waste 
incineration and other waste treatmerit activities, according to the introduction to Item #26. 
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Maw&use t~  Deparment o f & v h m t ? r l ~ h ~ t f m  
TURA REPORT - FORM S 

Tadcs Use Reducton Act - Chemical Usage F a d y -  Wide & by Production Units 

Secrion 1: Faciiizy- Wide Usage oFhted Chemical 

Chemicai Identlfiatlon (from Form R) 
1 .I 0 0 7 4 4 0 4 ~ 3  

Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) Nuinber (if applicable) 

.2 Facility-Wide Usage of Chemical Identifled in 1.1 above. Enter total amount (in FOUNDS) for each applicable Category. 
NOTE: Brpmdua (item 1.w generalit meam all wastes containing the listed & m i d  before the waste is treated or 
mcy~ied. Read the instructions carefully. however. before complwing this sedlon. 

If 

2 a  ManuFacturd. pc 126 Cenemed as Byproducc &I& 
1.2; shipped in or as ~ m i u E t : . p J  .2b Processed: 

.ZC Otherwise used:- 

.3 OPTIONAL QUSTXON. When the amounts reponed in 1%. I& and 1 . 2 ~  ace added together. che sum will -- in many 
cases -- equal the sum of 1.2d and 12e.  In other words. the le& and right columns wilI often form a “materials balance.‘ 
the two columns are not In approximate balance. you may use this block to explain why. Mark all the reasons that apply. or 
Indicate the number of pounds in the itppropriate block below. (Le.: Chemical was held in inventory). 

Chemical was recycled on site. 0 q ShQChemicat was consumed or uansFomed. 

Chemical was held in inventory. 

Other (explain): 

Chemical is a compound. 

3 d k i a n  

1.4 OPTIONAL QVESTIOrJ: Did anything ncin-routine occur at your facility during the reporting year which affected the data 
reponed? 

- YES X NO If YES. you may use this space to commenc 

Section 2: Chemicals Used in Waste Treatment Units 
2.1 h this chemical used to treat waste or conmi pollution? 

If YES. enter the quantity ofchemicai code far the amount used to treat waste or conmi pollution: 11 
- Y E S X  No 

OPTIONAL -- You may cntec the amoum: - 
Section 3: Report on Producton Unit#: 0 \ (Enter # from the Form S Cover Sheet.) 

3.i Base Year: 3.4 Bypmduct Reduction Index: ,- A l A  
3 5  Emisions Reduction Index ___ I J A  3.2 Quantity of  Chemical Code: &J 

3.3 Toxics U x  Reduction Techniques Code : cum cum mm m 
If there JUS been a change from one reporting year to the cumn; year in a (I) base year. andlor (2) estimating methods (that 
significantly alter previously reponed data) fcu this PRODUCTION UNIT REPORT. describe the change: 
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Section 4 

Production Unit 

#O 1 

Process Description: 

Only identified one process as ORNL. Welding at ORNL is conducted by Plant and Equipment 
Division and MX Ferguson. Maintenance ( ie repairing a broken pipe), construction, and 
fabrication captures the welding activities at O N .  The welding rods contain -17%-22% 
chromium. ORNL otherwise used -1 10 pounds (-500 Ibs of rods X 0.22 = 1 10 Ibs) of 
chromium. For purposes of this report only accounted for chromium used for welding activities 
in CY97. 

Product Description: 

Welded metal by Plant and Equipment Division and MK Ferguson. Maintenance ( ie repairing a ~ 

broken pipe), construction, and fabrication captures the welding activities at O W .  

Unit of Product: 

Pounds of chromium used via a weiding rod in a calender year 

Production Process Step Information: 

Welding CC-09 

Chemical: 

Chromium Metal 
CAS No. 007440473 
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TURA Report - Form S 

1.1 CASNo. 

007440473 

Chemical Identification 

chromium 

1.2a 

0 

1.2 b 

0 

1.2c 

Only identified one process as ORNL. Welding at ORNL is conducted by Plant and Equipment 
Division and MK Ferguson. Maintenance ( ie repairing a broken pipe), construction, and 
fkbrication captures the welding actjvities at ORNL. The welding rods contain -17%-22% 
chromium. ORNL otherwise used -1 10 pounds (-500 Ibs of rods X 0.22 = 110 Ibs) of 
chromium. For purposes of this report only accounted for chromium used for welding activities 
in CY97. 
1.2d 

Chromium to air fiom welding activities 
HAP emission factors for Welding Operations indicates that (electrode type = E3 16) 5.22 E-1 Ib 
Cr/ 1000 Ib electrode. 

(5.22E-1 Ib Cr/lOOO Ib eIectrode)(500 lb electrode) = 0.261 Ibs or - 1 lb 

1.3 Optional Question 

109 Ibs of chromium was welded to the metal. 

1.4 Did anything non-routine occiw... 

No 
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2.1 Is the chemical used to treat waste or control pollution 

No 

Section 3 Production Unit #01 

3.1 Base Year 

Have never exceeded a reporting tllreshold for chromium. 

3.2 Quantity of Chemical Code 

A (0- 5000 lbs) Otherwise used -1 10 lbs of chromium. 

3.4 Byproduct Reduction Index 

BRI = 100 * A-B/A 
A = Byproduct quantity in the base year/# of units of product produced in the base year 
B = Byproduct quantity in the repcsrting year/# of units of product produced in the reporting year 

.BN = 0 (never. exceeded a threshold) . I 

* 3.5 Emission Reduction Index 

ERI= 100 * A-B/A 
A = Emission quantity in the base year/# of units of product produced in the base year 
B = Emission quantity in the reporting year/# of units of product produced in the reporting year 

E N  = 0 (never exceeded a reporting threshold) 
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New Jersey Form S 

5.0 Starting Inventory of Substance on Site: 

Only identified one process as OR?&. Welding at ORNL is conducted by Plant and Equipment 
Division and MK Ferguson. Maintenance ( ie repairing a broken pipe), construction, and 
fhrication captures the welding activities at O W .  The welding rods contain -17%-22% 
chromium. ORNL otherwise used -1 10 pounds (-500 Ibs of rods X 0.22 = 110 Ibs) of 
chromium. For purposes of this report only accounted for chromium used for welding activities 
in CY97. Did not inventory the chromium that is a component of stainless steel. To actudy 
inventory all of the chromium on si Le (structuraI steel) would be zin impossible task. 

5.1 Starting Inventory that is NJ'O 

The only amount of starting inventory that is Nonproduct Output is the chromium fbmes fiom 
welding activities. HAP emission fkctors for Welding Operations indicates that (electrode type = 

E3 16) 5.22 E-1 Ib Cr/ 1000 Ib electrode. 

(5.22E-1 Ib Cr/lOOO Ib electrode)(500 Ib electrode) = 0.261 Ibs or - 1 lb 

6.0 'Quantity Produced on Site 

No chromium was produced on Site 

7.0 Quantity brought on Site 

Entire amount of chromium was brought on site (1 10 lbs). 

7.1 Quantity of No. 7 that was brought on Site as Recycled Substance 

None. 
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8.0 Quantity recycled Out-of-Process on Site and used on Site 

None. 

9.0 Quantity Consumed on Site 

1 
1 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 

- 1 lb (see 5.0) 

10.0 Quantity Shipped off Site a s  Product 

None. 

11.0 Ending Inventory 

Starting inventory 110 lbs - 1 Ib to air = 109 1bs 

11.1 Quantity of Ending Inventmy that is NPO 

None. 

12.0 Total NPO Generated 

1 lb (see 5.0) 

26.0 Has any Pollution Prevention method been employed ... 

No. 

27.0 Does your faciiity anticipate reducing NPO 

No. 



Section C 

1.1 CASNo. 

007440473 

1.2 Substance Name 

chromium 

3. Production Ratio 

Have never reported on the substance so cannot calculate a production ratio. 

4. Percent Reduction 

Have never reported on the substance so cannot calculate a percent reduction. 
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Massachuscsts Department of Environmental Protection 

TURA REPORT - COVER SHEET 
Toxia U2.e Reduction Act - Form S Cover Sheet 

Section 1: General Information 

1 .I 
address & DEP Facility identification Number 

ATTACH MAILING LABEL with facility name ATTACH CORRECTED MAILING LABEL or enter 
facility, name & address 

1.2 Are you making a bade s e a t  claim for any of the information submitted in this COVER SHEET andor Form S(s)? Y E S  

1.3 If YES. attach a statement substantiating the claim Is this ccipy: 

1.4 This report is being fiIed for reporting year I997 

-X-NO 

-X-Sanitized U n s a n i t i z e d  

Section 2: Certification Statement 

2.0 This CERTIFICATION STATEMENT should be signed aAer all the f o m  have been completed. 

I hereby certify that I have reviewed this and all a a h e d  documents and that, to the best of'rny knowledge and belief, the submitted idomtion 
is m e  and complete and that the amounts and va,ues in rhese documents are accurate based on measurements andlor reasonable estimates using 
data availabte to the preparen of these documents. I am aware that there are significant penalties for willfiil or intentional submission of false 
or incomplete information. 

- 
Authorized Signature Print Name 

- 
Positioflitle Date 

Section 3: Chemicals PreviouSry Reported That Are iVot Reportable This Year 

3.0 OPTIONAL QUESTION. In this section, you may provide information on any chemical reported last year that is not subject to reporting 
this year. If you substituted a non-listed chemical for a TURA chi:mical, you may identify the substitution, as well. 

The codes to explain why the chemical is not teportabte are: [I] Chemical Below ThreshoId But z= 0 [21 No Chemical Usage in Repohg 
Year [3] Chemical Substitution [4] Chemical Himinated (No hbstitution) [5] Decline in Business (61 Other (Explain below m the 
additional comments section). Enter all the codes that apply. 

- 3.1 
CAS # of Chemical Not Reportable (if applicable) Chemical Name 

Explanation of Why the Chemical Is Not Reportable. (Enter Code): I I I I I I u 
- 

CAS # of Chemical Substituted for TURA Chemical Chemical Name 

- 3.2 
CAS # of Chemical Not Reportable (if applicable) Chemical Name 

Explanation of Why the Chemical Is Not Reportable. (Enter Code): I I I I I 1 u 
- 

CAS # of Chemical Substituted for TIJR.4 Chemical Chemical Name 

Additional Comments: 

I 
I 



. - .  
W NAME TOWN or TURA IW Reporting Year 

RM S COVER SHEET (continued) P 
I 
Section 4: Facility- Wide Lkting of Production Unia 

A PRODUCTION UNIT is best thought of as the combination of I he process (or activities) used to produce a product or senrice and the product or s m i c e .  In this 
block, p l e a  identlfy the PRODUCTION UNITS at the facility, *en use the production unit number to report on chemical usage in the attached Form S. Ifthext is a 
substantial change in a PRODUCTION UNlT from one reporting year to the next, the PRODUCTION UNIT must be given a new, unique number. 

Production I Unit #: 01 

I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

This Production Unit (Prc1:essiRoduct Combination) is: - The Same As Reported Last Year 

Describe the Process: Building 9201-5N has two primary operations; (1) the machining opemtions in which a cast, forged, or f o d  
shape is machined, e.g., aluminum alloys, magnesium alloys, bronze...and (2) plating operations, ic., plating various metats onto 
substrates. For the purpose of this report our attention is focused on operdtions which includes elecmpiating finishing and metal 
cleaning. Major equipment includes mks, and rectifiers. The current process simply involves tala'ng a given part, zinc plate it and 
dipping it into a chromate solution (-35% sodium bichromate. and -55% f o d c  acid), rinse with de-ionized water and air dry. The 
solution and rinsate are collected in appropriate d m  and is sent to waste managemt for treatment/disposaI. 

-x-New 

Desmi6e ike A.duct: Thi: zinc plated and chromate conversion coating of high strength steel parts. 
\ 

Enter the fourdigit SIC CJde(s) that best describe(s) the product: 

L 3 1 4 L 7 L 1 - J  u u u 
Desm'be the Unit of Aodiict-Number of plated parts. 
(Please specify if the Unit of Product has been changed since the previous reporting year.) 

PRODUClllON PROCESS STEP INFORMATXON FOR THIS PRODUCIION UNlT 

Enter the production process code(s) to identify the process step(s) that involves a TUR-reportable chemical(s) as an 
input, output or throughput (See the nporting gt idance document for the list of production process codes and instructions 
on when a given code needs m be listed) 

List below, the W-tepoxtable  chemicals assxiated with the production unit. If a chemical is associated with ALL the 
process steps identified above, check the U b b x k .  If the chemical is associated with some but not all of the process 

steps, put the relevant code(s) (from above) next to the chemical 

Sodium Bichromate 
Chemical Name 

010588019 
CAS# 

Carboxylic Acid 
Chemical Name 

000064186 
CAS# 

CAS# 



FACILITY NAME TOWN or T U R A  ID# 
Page 3 of 5 

Reporting Year 

ORM S COVER SHEET (Continuation Page, for use, ifnecessary) 
- 

Section 4: Facility- Wide tkting of Production Mits  
I 

duction 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

PRODUCITON PROCESS STEP INFORMATXOIV FOR THIS PRODUCXION UNIT 

Enter the production process code@) to identify the prxess step(s) that involves a TUR-reportable chemical(s) as an 
input, output or throughput (See the reporting guidance document for the list of production process codes and insmctions 
on when a given code needs to be listed.) 

1.1 I 1  I J 2 . L  I I 1 1 3 . 1  I I 1 1 4 . 1  I 1  I J 

5.1 I I 1 1 6 . 1  I I 1  17.1 I I 1 1 8 . 1  1 I I I 

List below. the TURA-reportable chemicals associated with the production unit If a chemical is associated with ALL 
the pmcm steps identified above, check the 811 block.. If the chemical is associated with some but not all of the process 
steps, put the relevant codes) (from above) next to the chemical. 

ChemicalName 

CAS# 

Chemical Name 

CAS# 

Chemical Name 

CAS# 

Chemical Name 

CAS# 

Chemical Name 

CAS# 

Chemical Name 

CAS# 



I 

I Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection 
TURA REPORT - FORM S 

xics Use Reduction Act - Chemical Usage Faci&y-Wi& 8 by Production Units 
ection I :  FaciIity- Wde Usage of Lkted ChemicaI 

1.1 N O 9 0  - Chromium Compounds 
Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) Number (if applicable) 

1.2 Facility-Wide Usage of Chemical Identified in 1.1 above. Enter total amaunt (in POUNDS) for each applicable category. 
NOTE. Byproduct (item 1 2 )  gmedg means all wastes containing the listed chemical before the waste is treated or 

carefidly, however, before completing this section. 

Chemical Identification (from Form R) 

P 
I 
I 

rccyCed. ReadtfrimImths 

12a Manufact~~red: 0 1.u Generated as Byproduct: 2957 

1 1.2b procesSed: 0 1.2e Shipped in or as Roduct 0.13 

1.2c O t h ~ U S e d :  30 

1.3 OPTIONAL QUESTION. When the amounts reported in 1.2% 1.2b, and 1 .2~  arc added together, the sum will - in many I cases -equal the sum of 1.2d and 1.2~. In other words, the left and right cotumns will often forma "materials balance." If the two columns are 
not in approximate balance, you may use this block to explain why. Mark all the naso~ls that apply, or indicate the number of pounds in the appropriate 

1 k below. @e.: eQaa Chemical was held in inventory). 

Chemical was recycled on site. Chemical was consumed or transformed. 

Chemical was held in inventory. :Y Chemical is a compound. 

Other (explain): 

Historically to present this chemical has not exceeded the reportable threshold. 

c 
I LL 

OFTIONAL QUESTION: Did anything non-routine occur at your facility during the reporting year which affected the data nported? 

- YES X NO EYES, you may use this space to comment 

tion 2: Chemicak Used in Wirrte Treatment Units 

YES X NO __ I I Is this chemical used to treat waste or contml pollution? 

BYES. enter the quantity of chemical code for the amount used t~ treat waste or control pollution: 

, r  
lii 
I OPTIONAL - You m y  enter the amount 

I 

- 
e&n 3: moti on Produaion Unit #: -01 (Enter # from the Form S Cover Sheet.) 

3.1 Base Year -1997 3.4 Byproduct Reduction Index: 0 

3.2 Quantily of Chemical Code: LA1 

3.3 ToXicsUseReduCtionTechniquesCode: I I I I  I I I  I I 1  I I I  I I 1  I 1 1  1 I 
3.5 Emissions Reduction Index: 0 

If there has been a change from one reporting year to the current gear in a (1) base year, andor (2) estimating methods (that 
significantly alter previously reported data) for this PRODUCnO N UNIT REPORT, describe the change: I 

I 
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I I i 

Facility ID# 

Chemical: RTorting Year: f y(? 7 
&don 3: TURA Report on Production Unit A (Enter # from the Form S Cover Sheet.) 

3.1 Base Ym. 

3.2 Quantity of Chemical Code: 

-- 3.4 Brproduct Reduction Index: 

35 Emisdon Reduction Index 

3.3ToxicsUseReductionTectmiquesCode:I I I I  I I I I I  I I I  I I I  1 I I  I 1 

Ifthere has been a change h m  one reporting year to the current year in a (1) base year, andor (2) estimating methods (that Significantly alter 
pTeviously rrported data) for this PRODUCTION LJNIT REF'ORT, describe the change: 

TURA Report on Production Unit #: (Enter # from the Form S Cover Sheet) * 

3.1 Base Ye. 

3 2  Quantity of Chemical Code: 

3.4 Byproduct Reduction Index: 

3.5 13mission Reduction Index: 

If there has been a change h m  one reporting year to the current year in a (1) base year, ador  (2) estimating methods ( h t  significantly alter 
previously reported data) for this PRODUCTION UNlT REF'ORI', describe the changt: 

TURQ Report on Production Unit #: (Enter.# from the Form S Cover Sheet) 

3.1 Base Year: 

33 Quantity of Chemical Code: 

3.4 Byproducr Reduction Index: 

3.5 Emission Reduction Index: 

If there has been a change from one reporting year to the current year in a (1) base year, andor (2) estimating methods (that significantly alter 
previously rrported data) for this PRODUCTION UNlT REPOR r, descrii the change: 

TURA Report on Production Unit #: (Enter # from the Form S Cover Sheet) 

3.1 Base Year 

3.2 Quantity of Chemical Code: 

3.4 Byproduct Reduction Index: 

3.5 Emission Reduction Index: 

If there has been a change htn one reporting year to the current year in a (1) base year, andlor (2) estimating methods (that significantly alter m 
previously reported data) for this PRODUCTION UNIT REPORT, describe the change: 



Toxic Use Reduction Act (TUM) - Form S (Massachusetts) 
COVER SHEET 

Section I :  General Informatioit 

1.1 Mailing Label 

1.3 x Sanitized Unsani tized 

1.2 Making Trade Secret YES - NO s 

1.4 This report is for reporting year leel 

Section 2: Certification Statement 

Section 3: Chemicals Previously Reported ...... 
NA 

Section 4: Facility-Wide Listing of Production Units 

Describe the Process: 

Building 9201JN has two primaqr operations; (1) the machining operations in which a cast, 
forged, or formed shape is machirxd, e.g. aluminum alloys, magnesium alloys, bronze and (2) 
plating operations, i.e. plating various metals onto substrates. For the purpose of this report our 
attention is focused on operations which includes electroplating finishing and metal cleaning. 
Major equipment includes tanks, and rectifiers. The current process simply involves taking a 
given part, Zinc plating and dippirig it into a chromate solution (-35% sodium bichromate, -55% 
formic acid), rinsed with de-ionized water and air dry. The solution and h a t e  are collected in 
drums and sent to Waste Management for disposal. In summary, the process is plating of 
specified parts. 

Describe the Product: 

The product is the zinc plating and. chromate conversion coating of high strength steel parts. 

Four digit SIC Code : 347 1 
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Describe the Unit of Product: 

Number of parts plated 

Production Process Step In formation for this Production Unit: 

1.0 AA18 

Sodium Bichromate 

Carboxylic Acid (formic) 

P r o d u c a  Process 

XALL 

XALL 

CAS# 

01 0588019 

000064 186 



TUL4 REPORT - FORM S 

Section 1: Facility-Wide Usage of Listed Chemical 

1.1 CAS#: NO90 Chemical Identification (&om Form R): Chromium Compounds 

1.2a. O# 1.2b. Of: 1.2~.  .30# 1.2d. 29.57# 1.2e 0.13# 

1.3 Optional: The sum of 1.2a, 1.2b, and 1 . 2 ~  added together should equal the sum 1.2d, & 1.2e 
why? The remaining estimated 0.3# was release to air as point source emissions.. Also note 
“chemical is a compound”, and chemical is below reporting threshold but greater than 0. 

1.4 Optional: No, for non-routine occurrence that may have affected the data reported. 

Section 2: Chemicals Used in Waste Treatment Units 

2.1 Is chemical used to treat waste or control pollution? No 

Section 3: TURA Report on Production Unit# 01 

3.1 Baseyear: 1997 3.2 QV. Of Chemical Code: A 

3.4 Byproduct Reduction Index: Oif 3.5 Emissions Reduction Index: o# 

3.3 Toxic Use Reduction Techniques Code: NA 

Not able to use the above (3.3) due to the specified chemicalhmpound has been used in the past 
to present however in small quantities Le. below the TRI reportable threshold, therefore this 
section is not applicable. 

rae 
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Yew Jersey - Form S 

5.0 Sturting Inventory of Substance on Site 

Background/Inventory 

Based on the material selected and p [ant-wide inquiries, one process was identified and selected 
for this report. Building 9201-5N has two primary operations; (I) the machining operations in 
which a cast, forged, or formed shape is machined, e.g. aluminum alloys, magnesium alloys, 
bronze and (2) plating operations, i.e., plating various metals onto substrates. For the purpose of 
this report our attention is focused OIL operations which includes electroplating finishing and 
metal cleaning. Major equipment includes tanks, and rectifiers. The current process simply 
involves taking a given part, zinc plating and dipping it into a chromate solution (-35% sodium 
bichromate, and -55% formic acid), rinsed with de-ionized water and air dry. The solution 
(macro drab) and rinsate are collected in drums and sent to waste management for 
treatmentldisposal. In summary the starting inventory = 30 Zbs. 

5.1 Starting Inventory that is NPO 

The quantity of starting inventory that is N-nproduct Outpi 
was determined that this amount = -29.871b in CY 1997. 

t is the sp-nt olution and rinsate. It 

Cr to air ikom plating process was determined to be = -0.3 fb. 

The Plating Shop is located inside a hilding 9201-5N with no patent drains to the Storm Water 
System or Sanitary Sewers. 

6.0 Quantity Produced on Site 

No Cr was produced on site during in CY 1997. 

7.0 Quantity Brought on Site 

No Cr was brought on site for processing in 9201-5N in CY 1997. 

7.1 Quantity of No. 7.0 that was brought on Site as Recycled Substance 

No Cr was brought on site as recycled substance for processing at 9201-5N in CY 1997. 
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8.0 Quantity Recycled Out-of-Process on Site and Used on Site 

No Cr was recycled out-of-process and used on site at 9201-5N in CY 1997. The Cr in waste 
(-29.57 Zbs) was sent to WETFMF for treatment for disposal. 

9.0 Quantity Consumed on Site (chemically reacted in process) 

No Cr was consumed on site in CY :1997, i.e. its molecular structure altered. 

10.0 Quantity Shipped off Site as (or in) Product 

Estimated - 0.13 lbs was shipped in product. 

11.0 Ending Inventory 

Due to the 0.3 Ibs of Cr released to air and 0.13 Ibs shipped in product in CY 1997 the remaining 
29.57 Ibs was on Site in waste, therefore ending inventory = 29.57 Ibs. 

11.1 Quantity of Ending Inventory that is NPO 

Ending inventory that is NPO = 29.5 7 Ib. 

12.0 Total NPO Generated 

As stated in (ll.l), the total NPO generated in CY 1997 at 9201-5N is = 29.57 Ib. in waste. 
Using the “T” method for estimating Total NPO you will derive at =O; however in accordance 
to the intructions 29.57 Ibs in waste was generated as NPO. 

26.0 Has any PolIution Prevention method been empIoyed to reduce the quantity .... 
In CY 1997, at 9201-5N no pollution prevention was employed i.e. to reduce or eliminate of 
either the use of Chromium compounds or the generation of NPO, prior to treatment, storage, 
out-of-process recycling or disposal. Note: Pollution Prevention is not any type of treatment, 
out-of-process recycling, incineration, or the transfer to another media. Also due the low values 
implementing P2 is not cost effectivt: for current operations. 

27.0 Does your faciIity anticipate reducing the use or generation of the substance as NPO. .. 
No, only small quantities of NFO is generated and handled accordingly, Le. funding is not a 
priority. 
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Section C 

1.1 CAS No.: NO90 

6 1.2 Substance Name: Chromium Compounds 

3.0 Production Ratio 

PR=CYPY; therefore Pi? = 1.0 

4.0 Percent Reduction 

Using information for CY 96 vs CY 97, there were no percent reduction therefore = 0% 
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SURlMARY 

Section B: Inputs 

5.0 Starting Inventory = 30# for (9201-5N) 

5.1 Starting inventory Nonproduct C>utput = 29.8 7# 

6.0 Qty Produced on site = U# 

7.0 Qty Brought on site = O# 

7.1 & 8.0 Qty brought as recycle ...= I## 

outputs: 

9.0 Qty consumed on site chemically = O# 

10. Qty shipped off-site as product = 0.13# 

1 1.  Ending Inventory = 29.57# 

1 1.1 Qty of ending inventory that is NPO = 29.57# 

12. Total NPO generated = 29.57#; however using “T” method = O# 

Note: Basis of estimates for all = 0 ; for question 12 = T 

rae Cy-12 Plant) 
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Massachusetts Depment  ofEimivnmenml F'rotmtion 
TURA REPORT - FORM S 

Toxics Use Rduction Act - Chemical Usage Facility- -Wide & by Production Units 

Section I :  Facay- Wide Usage of Lis& Chemical 

1.1 0074404713 CAIOIKiL(h M Qht 
Chemical Identification (from Form R) Chemical Absvaa Service (CAS) Number (if applicable) 

1.2 Facility-Wide Usage of Chemical Identined in 1.1 above. Enter total amount (In POUNDS) for each applicable category. 
NOTE Bypmdua (item 1.2d) peneridly means all wastes containing the listed chemical before the waste is treated or 
recycled. Read the Instructions carefully, however, before completing this d o n .  

1.2a Manufactured: 9 
1.2b Processed: 

12d Generated as Byproduct /.& 

1.3 OPTIONAL QUSTIobJ. When the amounts reported in 1.2s. IZb. and 1 . 2 ~  are added together. the sum will -- in many 
cases -- q u a l  the sum of 1.2d and 1.2e. In other words, the left and right 'columns will often form a 'materials balance.' 
the two columns are not in approximate balance. you may use this block to explain why. Mark all the reasons that apply. or 
indicate the number of pounds in the appropriate block below. &e.: 4.ooo Chemical was held in inventory). 

Chemical was recyc fed on site. 

Chemical was held In inventory. 

Other (explaln): 

Chemical was consumed or transformed. 

Chemlcal Is a compound. 

1.4 OPTIONALSTATON: Did anything non-mutine occur at your facility during the repotting year which affected the data 
reponed? 

- YES - NO If YES. you nay use this space to comment 

Section 2: Chemicals Used in Waste Treament Units 
2.1 Is this chemical used to treat waste or conuol pollution? 

If YES, enter the quantity of chemical code for the amount used to treat waste or control pollution: 

OPTIONAL -- You may enter the amounc 

- Y E S X  NO 

Secu'on 3: Reporr on Productiorl Unit#: (Enter # from the Form S Cover Sheet.) 

3.1 Base Year: 

3.2 Quantity of Chemical Code: 

3.3 

3.4 Byproduct Reduction Index: 

3.5 Emissions Reduction Index: 

- 
& 

mmmmmmm Toxics Use Reduction Techniques Ccde: 

If there has been a change from one reporcing year to the current year in a (1) base year. andor (2) estimating methods (that 
sigiiificaiitly alter previously reported data] for this PRODUCTION UNIT REPORT. describe the change: 
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FORM S COVER SHEET (continued) 

Section 4: Facility- Mde Listing of Pniduction Units 

A PRODUCTION UNIT is  best thought 01:as the combination of the pco~ers (or activities) used to produce a product of service &the product 01 
service. In this block please identify the PRODUCTION LlNITS at the facility. then use the production unit number to repm on & m i d  usage in 
the attached Form S. If there is a substantial change in a PRODUCTION UNIT From one reporting year to the nerd. the PRODUcT'foN UNlT 
must be given a new. unique number. 

Prnduciion 

hit "1 Describe the Pmceu: 

This Produaion Unit (ProcdRoduct Combination) k -The Same As Repofied Last Year -New 

+wdd 
Descdbe the Product: ~ CLd 

Enter the four-digit SIC Codeis) that best describe@ the product: 

I 4 U  Idd l  I d  I- 

Describe rite Unit oPProduct:- Udtllr * rred 
(Please specify if the unit of Product has been c d g e d  since the previous reporting year.) 

PRODUCTION PROCESS STEP INFORMATION FOR- PRODUCTION UNIT 

Enter the production process code(s) to identify the process step(s) that involves a TUR-reponable cfiemical(s) as an 
input. output or throughpr t. (See the reponing guidance document for the list of production process codes and InsuucCions 
on when a given code needs to be listed.) 

N ! L  ; 4 d & e #  
1 . 1 , L I  2.1 I I I I 3-1-1 4 - l ~ L l  

5.1 I I I I 6.1 I I I I 7.1 I 1 I 1 8.1-1 

List below. the TUm-re+ortable chemicals associated with the production unit I ra  chemical Is awciaied with ALL the 
process steps identifled atlove. check the &block. If the chemical is associated with some but not all of the pro- 
steps. put the relevant cod&) (from above) next to the chemical 

Chemical Name 

CAS# 

Chemical Name 

CAS# 

Page of 
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1.1 

1.2a 

1.2b 

1.2c 

1 2 d  

1.2e 

1.3 

1.4 

2.1 

3.1 

3.2 

3.3 

3.4 

3.5 

TURA Report - Form S 
Em-CHROMTUM 

CAS No. 007440473 Chemical Identif cation Chromium Metal 

Manufactured 0 

Processed 0 

Otherwise Used 1.86 lbs was “otherwise used” according to the TRI-P2 definition, 
which includes chemicals in waste; this small amount of offsite 
wastia had to be distinguished fiomthe total amount of 11 1.56 Ibs 
of chromium m waste that was treated at the incinerator in 1997. 

Generated as Byproduct 1.86 Ibs could be considered byproduct ifone applies the 
statement that “All process outputs fiom a recycling 
operation are counted as byproduct.” (Current definitions 
do not accomodate the incineration process very welt) 

Shipped in or as Product 0. chromium metal that passes through a waste treatment 
process cannot be considered both product and byproduct. 

Optional Question Not Applicable 

Optional Question Not Applicable 

Is the chemical used to treat waste or cont1-01 pollution? 
No, the chemical is containt:d in the waste as a minor ConStitUent. 

Base Year: 1997; not previously reported. 

Quantity of Chemical Code: A (0 - 5000 Ibs) 

Toxics Use Reduction Code: None available for waste treatment 

Byproduct Reduction Index: 
Not ApplicabIe for 1997 because it is the base year; but given data from a prior year, BRI 
is not an appropriate calculation for metals m waste ... there is no product produced. 

Emission Reduction Index: 
As in 3.4 above, the E N  equation assumes that there is a production activity for the 
chemical being reported. 
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TURA Report - Form S ETI'P Chromium 

Section 4. Facility-Wide Listing of Production Units 

Production Unit: 01 

P.2 

Process Description: 
The production unit is a DOE hazardous waste incinerator at ETTP. Its primary purpose is to 
chemically transform hazardous liquid wastes fiom past DOE operations in the Oak Ridge area 
and at a few out-of-state locations. Small amounts of metals are contained in the waste feed, and 
are removed by the air pollution ccintrol equipment at an efficiency of greater than 99% for most 
metals. The residual metals are contained m the aqueous wastewater, and the sludge, and the ash 
which is containerized for landfill disposal. 

Product Description: 
This is a waste management process aimed at hazardous waste destructim and Size reduction; in 
the case of parent metals contained as a minor ingredient in waste, the process can only 
recontamerhe the metals for some other means of disposaL 

Unit of Product: Undefined; assumes there to be an end product for which the chromium was 
otherwise used; the chromium is a very minor constituent m the waste being mcinerated, and ifit 
were not for strict RCRA permittkg requirements, there would be no data available for report&. 

Production Process Step 3nform;ition: 
None identitied. Appendix H does not have codes that descriie this process. In fact, the 
reporhg instructions would exempt this entire waste production unit fiomForm S reporting; a 
report is being attempted in this pilot project to determine the suitability of the reporting forms. 

Chemical: 

CAS No: 

Chromium metal 

007440473 

I 
I 
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8. Quantity Reeyded Out-of-Proicess on Site and Used on Site: Zero 

New Jersey Form S 

E'ITPCHROMIUMMETAL 

5.0 Starting Inventory of Substance on Site: 
Zero. All oE&e waste incinerated (Luring the year is assumed to have been received during the 
same year. Although there may have been other chromium inventory onsite at the beginning of 
1997, it was most likely exempt fiom TRI reporting as an ingredient m solid articles (extremely 
difEicdt to determine after-the-& if any would have lost its article exemption during the year); 
there also may have been chro~.&~~t metal in other waste management activities that are not nearly 
as quantifiable as that treated by incineration. 

5.1 Starting Inventory that is NPO: Zero. 

6. Quantity Produced on Site: Zero 

7. Quantity Brought on Site: 
incinerator was fiom o&te  

1.86 lbs of chromium metal that was m waste treated at the 

7.1 Quantity Brought on Site as ]Recycled Substance: Zero 

1 
I 

9. Quantity Consumed on Site: Zero 

10. Quantity Shipped off Site as (or in) Product: Zero 

11. Ending Inventory: 1.80 lbs recovered m sludge, assumes 3 % lost to airhater emissions. 

11.1 Quantity of Ending Inventory that is Nonproduct Output: 1.80 lbs 

1 
I 
I 
I 
' I  
I 
I 

12. Total Nonproduct Output Generated: 1.86 lbs considered nonproduct output, although 
there are problems applying the nonproduct definition &aerated prior to treatment] to this 
Situation, and subsequent sections lEnvironmenta1 Releases and OfEsite Transfers, which are Form 
R entries] are more appropriate for tracking the waste ingredients. 

NOTE: The remaining sections of the New Jersey reporting form are Not Applicable to 
incineration and other waste treatment activities, according to the mtroduction to Item #26. 
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W. Garvey, U.S. EPA 
C. C. Hill 
R. L. Johnson, Jr./ R. A. Evans 
R. Kingrea 
R. Martin, DOE-OR0 
F. Perez 
J. Powers, DOE-HQ 
A. D. Saunders 
G. G. Worley 
EC Document Center-RC 
Y-12 Plant Records Service (l)/DOE-OSTI (2) 
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